REPORT TO COUNCIL
City of Sacramento
915 I Street, Sacramento, CA 95814-2604
www. CityofSacramento.org

CONSENT
September 28, 2010
Honorable Mayor and
Members of the City Council
Title: Pass for Publication: Chapters 5.136, 10.04.010 and 10.36.170 of the
Sacramento City Code Regarding Taxicabs
Location/Council District: Citywide
Recommendation: 1) Review changes to Ordinance Chapter 5.136, 10.04.010, and
10.36.170 to enhance the City's ability to ensure compliance within the taxi industry;
and 2) pass for publication the Ordinance title as required by Sacramento City Chapter
32 (c) to be adopted on October 5, 2010.
Contact: Brad Wasson, Revenue Manager, 916-808-5844; Dafna Gauthier, Business
Permit Manager, 808-7800
Presenters: Brad Wasson, Revenue Manager, 916-808-5844; Dafna Gauthier,
Business Permit Manager, 808-7800
Department:

Finance

Division: Revenue
Organization No: 06001231
Description/Analysis
Issue: In 2006, the Mayor and the Sacramento City Council adopted Chapter
5.136 of the City Code to regulate taxicabs. However, this Chapter does not
address current problems that have since arisen in regulating and enforcing the
taxicab industry. These problems include, but are not limited to, taxicabs parking
in metered spaces downtown and unprofessional conduct by taxicab drivers.
Additionally, the administrative structure in the existing Code has resulted in
unforeseen operational inefficiencies.
Policy Considerations: Taxicabs provide an essential component of the public
transit system that serves the city. A well functioning taxi system can be a
valuable resource for visitors, business people, and patrons of bars, clubs,
restaurants, and stores. At the same time, taxis can also assist those who do
not have a car for a variety of reasons such as income, age, disability, or
personal choice.
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Taxicabs are operated by private persons who utilize the public rights of way to
advertise and deliver their services. Left unregulated, the competitive and
transient nature of the business can result in predatory, discriminatory,
fraudulent, and dangerous conduct. The appropriate regulation of taxicab
companies, taxicab drivers, and their operations must be in place to protect the
public health, safety, and welfare.
Environmental Considerations: The regulation of taxicabs is not subject to
CEQA because it does not have the potential for causing a significant effect on
the environment. (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15060(c)(2), 15061(b)(2), 15061(b)(3),
15321(b), 15378(a).)
Sustainability Considerations: There are no sustainability considerations
applicable to amending City Code relating to amending the taxicab ordinance.
Commission/Committee Action: On July 20, 2010, the Law & Legislation Committee
approved the proposed ordinance and directed staff to bring the item before the Mayor
and City Council.
Rationale for Recommendation: Amendment of the City Code relating to taxicabs
would address and resolve current problems in the industry and improve the overall
efficiency of the permitting program. In addition, amending the City Code would
enhance the City's ability to ensure compliance with regulations. As a result of these
changes, taxicab service in the City of Sacramento will improve.
Financial Considerations: None. The proposed changes to the City Code are not
anticipated to have any financial impact to the City.
Emerging Small Business Development ( ESBD): Not applicable.

Respectfully Submitted by:
Brad Wasson, Revenue Manager

Approved by:
Ldyne Milstein, Director of Finance
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Attachment 1
BACKGROUND
The current taxicab ordinance was adopted in 2006. Since implementing this ordinance
four years ago, it has become evident that revisions to the code are necessary to more
efficiently and effectively manage the industry, and to improve taxi service in the City of
Sacramento.
The main concerns are:
1) Taxicabs are parking in metered areas for long periods of time in the downtown
area while awaiting fares from nearby government buildings and hotels. This
reduces the number of parking spaces available to businesses in the area.
2) The current insurance requirements allow taxicab drivers to temporarily
discontinue their policies at any time. This significantly increases the workload
for the Risk Management Division which must track and monitor these changes.
3) The current schedule for taxi-related permit renewals requiring all renewals to be
processed at one time concentrates the workload at one time of the year.
4) The wording of the current code should be updated to enhance the City's ability
to enforce the taxicab regulations and gain compliance.
General changes to the language and structure:
•
•
•
•

Restructure code sections to make it easier to read and understand.
Eliminate redundant and otherwise unnecessary provisions.
Revise sections of the code for clarification and to enhance enforcement.
Incorporate the City Manager's Taxicab Rules and Regulations into the code.

Key Policy Changes:
The concerns and changes have been discussed with the taxi industry, and they are
aware of the recommended changes. The provisions underlined below are minor
additions or modifications that staff has incorporated into the proposed ordinance after
the Law & Legislation Committee approved the ordinance to be considered by the City
Council. These additions or modifications were adopted in response to requests by the
taxicab industry and after consideration by staff.

ISSUE 1: DISPUTES OVER INFORMAL QUEUING LINES AT TAXI STANDS
Currently, some drivers are participating in informal queuing lines established at taxicab
zones. Drivers use metered parking spaces to wait in line for their turn to park at
taxicab zones. Some drivers wait hours in a taxicab zone to pick up a fare. As a result,
disputes arise when other taxicab drivers are perceived to be "jumping the line" to pick
up fares. Staff recommends that the code be amended to address this issue as
follows:
•

Drivers are prohibited from parking taxicabs in any metered parking spaces,
4
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instead of only being prohibited from parking at parking meters while awaiting
passengers at taxicab zones. (5.136.160)
Currently, drivers are prohibited from parking taxicabs in any taxicab zone for
longer than 30 minutes. (5.136.170) Staff recommends that City Council
approve an extension in the wait time from 30 minutes to 90 minutes for the taxi
zones. Staff has met with the industry, and after review, determined that the wait
time could extend to 90 minutes and still achieve the desired results.
Drivers are prohibited from threatening, harassing, or abusing another person
while operating a taxicab. (5.136.180)

ISSUE 2: CODE DOES NOT ADDRESS TYPES OF CHARGES ALLOWED
Currently, City Council establishes maximum allowable rates that taxicabs may charge
for the flag drop and per mile, but the code does not expressly authorize the City
Council to establish other types of charges such as airport charges and credit card
charges. Staff recommends that the code be amended to address this issue as
follows:
•

The City Council will now determine what types of charges are allowable (e.g.
flag drop, per mile, airport rate). (5.136.050)

ISSUE 3: INSURANCE COVERAGE REQUIREMENTS ARE INSUFFICIENT
The City's Risk Management Division recommends that the insurance coverage should
increase to maintain viable coverage for taxi drivers and associations. Staff
recommends that the code be amended to address this issue as follows:
•
•

The limit of the required automobile liability insurance maintained by drivers is
increased to $500,000 per occurrence. (5.136.250)
The limit of the required general liability insurance maintained by associations is
increased to $1,000,000 per occurrence. (5.136.650)

ISSUE 4: INEFFICIENCIES IN ADMINISTRATION OF PERMIT PROGRAM
The current process for renewing all taxi-related permits on November 15th of each
year has a huge impact on City staff and taxi vehicle inspection facilities. To address
this and other issues regarding inefficiencies in the administration of the permit
program, staff recommends that the code be amended as follows:
•
•

•

•
•

Upon issuance of a fleet association permit, the Director of Finance will issue an
association permit renewal date. (5.136.530)
Vehicle and association permits are valid until the association permit renewal
date. (5.136.310(B), 5.136.510(B)) The term of taxicab driver permits remains
the same: one year from the date of issuance.
Renewal applications for association and vehicle permits are submitted by the
fleet association. (5.136.310(B)) The driver remains responsible for the
submission of the renewal applications for driver permits.
Taxicab vehicle inspections must be done within 90 days prior to the issuance of
a taxicab vehicle permit. (5.136.420)
The City is no longer required to provide applicants with notice and additional
5
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time to correct incomplete applications. If an application is submitted
incomplete, the Director of Finance may deny the application. (5.136.120,
5.136.320, 5.136.520)
The Taxicab Passenger Bill of Rights is still required to be posted, but the City is
not required to provide copies. (5.136.380)
Automobile liability and general liability insurance are required to be continuously
maintained during the term of the corresponding permit. This replaces the policy
and practice of allowing insurance to be temporarily stopped during the term of
the permit. (5.136.250, 5.136.650)
Certificates of automobile liability and general liability insurance must be kept in
the association office for three years after the expiration of the policy. This
replaces the requirement that the certificates to be filed with the city. (5.136.250,
5.136.650)
The City will no longer be obligated to annually review the rates and charges.

ISSUE 5: DIFFICULTIES IN ENFORCEMENT OF THE CODE
Over the course of the last four years, various issues arose that hampered the City's
ability to adequately enforce the current code. Staff recommends that the code be
amended to address this issue as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Reorganize the code to make it easier to read and refer to.
Remove redundant and otherwise unnecessary provisions.
Reword the code for clarification.
Incorporate the Taxicab Rules and Regulations into the code.
Passenger receipts shall show the date and time of the trip and the amount of
the fare due. (5.136.210)
Triplogs shall be filed with the association within one week and shall be
maintained for one year. (5.136.220, 5.136.550)
Taxicab Driver Badges are required to be a minimum of 2" x 4" and include the
name of the driver, a photo, and the name and phone number of their registered
taxicab fleet association. (5.136.240)
Taxicab identification number must be at least four inches in height; charges and
rates must be at least one and one-half inches in height; and the name and
phone number of the taxicab fleet association must be at least four inches in
height. (5.136.370)
Except for the name and phone number of the taxicab fleet association, no other
name or phone number shall be posted on the exterior of the vehicle using
letters or numbers that are more than two and one-half inches in height.
(5.136.370)
Top lights are required to be wired to automatically illuminate when the taximeter
is turned off and automatically extinguish when the taximeter is turned on.
(5.136.400)
Permits may be denied, revoked or suspended for
- Charges filed or a conviction of any felony or crime involving moral
turpitude.
- Failing to pay the City's business operations tax.
- Failing to pay administrative penalties.
6
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Operation is a threat to the public health, safety, or welfare. (5.136.120,
5.136.320, 5.136.520)
If a driver or association permit (not a vehicle permit) is revoked, the permitee is
ineligible from obtaining another permit for 12 months. (5.136.120, 5.136.520)
Permit appeals to the City Council are governed by existing procedures in
Chapter 1.24. (5.136.740)
-

•
•
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Attachment 2

ORDINANCE NO.
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
Date Adopted
AN ORDINANCE REPEALING AND ADDING
CHAPTER 5.136 OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY
CODE AND AMENDING SECTIONS 10.04.010
AND 10.36.170 OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY
CODE RELATING TO TAXICABS
Be it enacted by the Council of the City of Sacramento
SECTION 1
Chapter 5.136 of the Sacramento City Code is repealed.

Artac;le 1. General Provisions
5.136.010 Findings-.
The City C ouncil fiRd6 as follows:

A.
seFves

Taxicabs provide

B.
theiF

publiG
t...1 I.

the ..

that
..F

Appropriate efforts must be unrJorFnLon to onc•Urothat +nvinnh nmm^^nio^

^

e
•

Fegulatien6.
5.136.020 Definitions.
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1.

A b, °f state ment in ........

y an d G...._. e lan g uage of the _p _?f* = =."_' =.

of the appellant;,

mnrJifiorl
e

or nthonniico set acirlo•
,

3.

^iorifin^+4ir`n
i ^nrJor penalty i n f norii ntl
_^_._
.._
one
. .. ^.. .^ . ..,
^ . ^ i nf
- . at
.,.. .least
.
,,. .^ ....... ...... . ... . .... .., .
The . ., . . . ....... ..... . ^.,,
( by^r1onl^r^fin..n

appellant as to the truth of the mat4orc stated On the appeal.

as pess
wbitle, but
but...inne
- event lateF than thiFty (30) days fFem the date the appeal was
ronoi^irl
o ^e ii+hr^^
^eiri#on
nn n^on^
of..._
the appellant.
...
^rr=...._
__..,..^.._
_.
......., ... ...........^..
.
+hor..^.........
express
...^+
. the

appeal.

ad at t h e

E.

the

^ff

appe al

lC..
__-_

..

. ' _..___ A pp ea l .

is

fi l ed

C .. ' I _

.

T he a

_ ..f ..

ppe a l

e

i.... s

h al l

be s

e t kil l

.el.•a
pp eal . . .
.G ... . .:: f i le _ _. .
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e^.
any PC) ...GR^o^

Ctayinn of

G.

Order Under Appeal . Enforcement of any notice and order nf

the dareGteF issued undeF this title shall be stayed dUFORg the peRdenGy ef an appeal
9f9BP.

A.

mn

va

the adMiRistrative hearing E)ffiGer shall

the time
FR9f^

+
relevant fantS GonGeMing the matter.

B

.

Th e P

FE)Geedongs at th e

r g

h ea in

sh a ll b

e

e l e..f ..... '....I I .• .

The arJmini

er

expense

trntivo hearing officer may,
mayi^nnn request of

Bf4^

B.
a#irr n atieR,

C 'fl.

^ FE69f8 B

or-evi9
nrGnoerlinivc at the appellant's own

G.
C

.. .A e.l

Th e ,.a ... .. .

oithor tho

mmr@-e"v-iiri^c°

.. h e..:..,. OffiGer or designee shal l ,.a... ..

oath ,.

their nhnino

F.

if the -appellant does

e
for the appellant. An
---- 0 or to the hearing.

not PFCAGiently

speak E)F understand the

ERglish

e to traRGI
shall not have had any invGlverneRt in the issues ef the
'

of its rlonartmontc

.^,..er hearing all the e::de.,..,.the administrative hea.,.,.. GffiGer shall

A.

m

deGi6iC)R

of the

d*FeGtE)r,

and issue a WFitteR

deGiSiOR

9^88#b

withiR ten (10) days of the date ef

the hoorinir
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v
B.

U nnn
pen issuance of the rlonicinn , the director shall c.r.r.^, a GOPY of the

v

orl mini ^f rnti rio hoarin.v
The i-1eGFc a6nv^-cr^r^n-rrr,rm^rr
of the uua
J Crz -v
officer shall be fi.^..1

,

deGiGion by mailing it to the
.

.

9r-GRF"R

q

KC

TA.

B.

1

No

person, h, ioinocc

,

firm

,

nr.mnanri

,

nartnorchin

, a

nniatien nr

Applications for a Taxicab vohinlo
the
fliront^
. be
= permit
r =. . . ... shall
:.
.^ filor!
. ...>.,. reiith
.., .,
.. .,.... ..r ^f
with. ..
Of

The in d ividual aniJ

h„c inoGo name

address and telephone number of the

permit AppliGaRt .

intcrosf in the favinah•
,

4
3.

Tnmo ^nr J ^rJi Jreco
^nr! ronic^f oroiJ n rernor/c^^^ of the t•+v n•+h
Tri
..... ......
.........,
The -.^..^....
...., ,.>.^...,
, ,v ^...
, v.^,v, vu
vvv, ,v, ^v v, the aniv
of all legal
w

year

,

Ga

5.

6.

A ..e .. i s ' G„ ..s., ., r.,

0s}^

..... ..

t h e eti i ,. ie a s y Fe.,;w..ho

4o of nmmpliann^^^othe^ rri tinrr
rr,
n
acrc
dated not more than

2 6Ve

GffiGers

, and evideRGiRg that the taxhGab GGMP'wes with pFevaw!!Rg state lamp aRd bFake

^,++.
7Tr-ne serial Rumber of the taximeter .+
Ghed to the

8

....h•
,

A nort ifin^f on r n fh or
vi rlonno that the C^+nr'+m onfr\ (`n, i nt^i
. . ....+ ^
.^ ....^... . ), . .
c r wri tten
ccrr
o
cv- cr
r.r^xrrT
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em pi c)yee
ap

has

•

...I

an

t1.

d ..

an

ele.•e ..

/1 1

\ ...

..I hc n

nc.1 ' ..

th

e

Cku
A rlcGnrin4inn of the Color Plan used or t

10.

(`nlnr Dl ^n c^
uniJ
sinoso
-rr
r
a rr•a shall
rr
v vV^-rncreF the same hu
name. All
Gin
i--n-ra n
-rce.

For oanh nor

41

en with a ten

(10) nornont or r. roMtor finonr^i ^l intcroc+ in t ..
. ....^.....,..
^ .....,..,.,. in the
.,. y,

,

department, and a li6t, Signed under penalty of pe6wy, ef eaGh GonViGtiGR Of GuGh
peF6E)R and whether 6LIGh GonVffiGt;GR wa6 by verdiGt, plea ef guilty, 9F plea ef
H

m

so notify the direGtE)F and GOMPIY with this subseGtiGR. Any holder ef a valid taXiGab
0

m

requirements of this suhoontinn•

M

Gity GGURGil. AR

additional

FeiRspeGtion

fee, as established by

resGlUtiGR

of the

Gity

13.

S UGh othe r .. °.. .. . ._.._. . __.._._._ .. . with thi s chapter, as s et . _ . t^, in the r '^.

G.

Tavin^+h
...

(`it^t
rnno^^i
ohinlo Permits icc^^orl by the (`i4a are the r,...r...,..^
...
of ......
the ,...^
,,.>....^..., . .^........ ..,.......,... ..,^ ....^ ,., ^^ .,..., ...

taw:
No T^vi^ V^+^or
^^mi4 sh
D.-^^T^C17

Peet

all

i noh
ronirtoroiJ to rnnxo
^{^^n
l C ZT^R7^1-T^ffRT7
F7C G
one T^v
TJ

A6SE)GiatiC)R.
C
E.

\/ohirlo Inspection Ganility (`arilitr
The 4nnrn^ior! Tax
^^"^j^iail
conduct
^ .
^ .
- ------- - -.
---- Approved -----------

- 9f.8

TaxiGab VehiGle Permit and at FegylaF annual intervals theFeafteF. The inspeGtieR shall
a e
shall be

^ ^hc^^+nrl^+rrl•
sazr•.rr^^a arcr

Rumberip,q,
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w

^ARY missing nmm^nn°n4

vc '

lo innlu rlinrr
but not limited to
,

tear , or injuFe a drover

e

between the two most widely snroarl points of the affected

8.

9.

cUrfono

Driver or n^+cconnor nmm^^r4mon^c

.. ..,..have
. ..,. . ..
littcr
....... or
... trash.
. ,,. r,.,..,....,. . y... ...,. . . r,,.,.. .. . .... ....that

4o^ , ho^rJlinorc
OF fln n r nn v
Tern ^r imnrnnorlv
r... .....,...
. ....,.... ... ... .. .. ... . .. ... . ... .. ... .. . g.
. . ^ ron^iror!
. .. r,,... ..... .,upholstery

taX^oabsthat aFeRot GpeFattttg,
vv-ciT+raTTGtfGR6ttFQbbesJsible
f

C

.

o iTrvt
r

(l nno a Taxicab Peet 4 nnintir^n Permit has been nnnrn^iorltho Director
,
"T ; aFRro@

nurnbeF shall be peFrnanently posted so as to be Gleaply Viso

permit. The
City aRd may RGt be
law .
oper ation
G.

In

addition to

i
the anniial inc^n^^o provided nrubsec^t^*n^c'+f^?
"

may ,
^R8 e

B^

9C
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rrcc°hi^vie
^ v^
have permanently posted on the exterior of the

H.cv

aGGE)FdaRGe

with SeGtion 5.136.080.
peFmit .. h ..u..

d

K.

.,r ., sing le .

., b

cm
,n
i^o ^ioh
n
^
8
r^
c vzrrinlc
^-rr-v
be o posted nrnhihitinrr ^^-r^r^cSigr' shall

WC

.
.. i
•
.+I. ..
.. .
_
^ .... . in th e ..^,........ ^..,^,.....,..'^. ^^....^.....^... OR fu...
l l ...
rr^....
.. displa
.. yed
Th e re ..^......
s h all
ll be
any pas6eRgeF;

A

.

o
B.

(^
^.

Av+lirJ tavin'+h

permit issued

pursuant to this nhnntor•
,

cnhor^, ilo as set f^r+h in +hic^ nh^n4o r•
A Fate ,...,. ........,. ... .,.., .,., . . ... .. . in. .. ..... ..,. ..,. ^., .... ,

The taximeter rli&nln^i•,

aSGGG^atrotr,

oiJ, ilo
in the format cnenior! in the city m^rTSFuIes and
,
flcc4c• and
icab
regulations for the Enorntinn of t
,
E.

A Fate

ax

G

.

A Pass

a separa te postin g in r
e n n^
g er Rill of Rights, with-r--s

o

,

as set forth

aae

6.136.200 Illuminated top lights,
9-H
0 R ROR daylight hows wheR the taXiGab is available for hiFe, and shall be visible fFGM all
i„«
„
sides. The weFd "taxicab," «
,
se that eRfGFGeFneRt GffiGials may a6GeFtaiR the 6tatus of the taxiGab at all times.
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1

^iromon^c cnon ifioiJ in Continn G. 1 Q42 (17(1
^
. ..^.. ....
..,
. ....^... ............... ..^.....: ......... in ......:......
v With the rorr^
Failure W nEmnlW

.

^eiithn^ it a f^ vimofor that has been nrnnnrL^t
(lnor'+ fivnn of the c t^+vin ^h
^,. ., ...........^ .,. ^.,.^. ........... ^...,,^ ...,.... .,...., r,,...r...,..
v pcrac r,-,--r
y

2.

ron^+in

, e F a state certified employee; • or

^i ^nh n^n/Jitinn that its nncr^4inn
..,.,........., ... . ^., ....^ ,,.. ^, . . .... .. ... .. . ........ . ..... .... ...... . .. ..... .... .., r. ,.. ^ .. _ . .

The t^+vin^+h or ifo olr^ iinmont

3.

^v+o^st h-,esta#eve#IGle Gode; of
rr^+i
iJoni^l n^ ^rc^^ ^^nf to
icci ^^+nno
. ., . normif
r,... . . ...
... ,.. ...,. r. ^ . .. ^.... .. ...
.. . permit , .y
grou
. ., .,..
nds
..... fnr
......,.
",. ..,., .,
nf. the

4.

., ..the
..,
SiRno

r.

Tranofor or sale of the permit to nvohinlo or taximeter other than that
^

H QqQ(a
7

Failure of the permittee +n notify the city Of

•

)f iRGUFaRGe

nannollatir\n expiration nr
e
e

Goverage as required by SeGtion 5.136.090(A)(7) of thiS

;

GF

8.

^r^nno nn^ior^rro rcni iircrl by
aaei
..........
^....
......
.+... ......... .............y.. .....^... ........ ...^
Operation of a +in^h
for .v.
^eihinh
the
in^^
,

VehiGle permits in the Rame ef the

0

peFSGR6 ()F b6lSiReG6 "R whese behalf the

deG!apat*GR is ssubmitted; 9F
vnrPlv With Contir`n C•. ') QG.̀ '^^.(l/R\/Q\ ^f thic nh^ntcr . G^nh
....... .......
.. .^.....^.r^^..^
...... .....,.r.,....
.......
Of ...
wr^rvvirrv
90.
Failure W '+mm
S

i3D

GOMpensatlEM; G
12.

ARY

other failure

W GE)MPly

with the

GE)Rdot!E)RS

fer ebtainiRg a permit er the

rom ^iromon+G of this nhontor
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, the peFmot shall be
sucnonrJod for one yc4r

3H Q.QQ(^

na
requirements of this nhantor, er umtil the

permit

expires .

Evnon4 as provided in Section 513621
.
.
, notice and appeal nf
(1/A\ of this nhan4or

5.136.170 of thiS GhapteF.
1
Ar-tmGle^
^ \ TaxiGab
/

Permit

5.136.230 Per-met required.
it is unlweifu

l

for any person to operate a taxicab vehicle for hare nr

e
e
m

A.

RQ 1

E^B

E}C

4C

All applicants must be eighteen (18) y

fano or

r,ldeT

}ivc o ro^^il4c^s ^ cvn+rv^llr^rl
r•!
. All onnliE-arr
^.r n^
ntc
shall take -----rrr-rermrrcc.t
o^n
pcr. r.a with rrcg&a-v-^z^
non
r,rrr
and pass

as it Fnay be arneRded GF FeRumbered. SUGh test shall be taken no rneFe than thiFty (3-G)
F12aqB
expired peFmit.

2.

In the event

nnlinanf or neFmittco takes a nOlle

r! ouhs+..nr..-.
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nlin'+finn

for

a tavinah driver permit or ronownl theFeof shall be filed

the folio '

1

The namo and address of nnnlinont•,

.

A declaration signed by the taxicab fleet association manager that

2.

. ^. and the results thereof
Cede Section ^'.'2l17C.

4^vinnh h, ^^inoc^c ^eihinh does or will omnlnnnlin^n4 nr
...,...... .,.
The n^+mo
of......
the ..,.,...,.,,.. „...,...,...., ..... .,.. .......... ... ..... .....r,...^ ,,.r,r.....,......, or

5.

G:

are nonati^ic•
,

driver
.

The numhor of a vnlirJ state

linonso issued to annlinanf, and date of

license ovnira4ion•,

A st•+fomcnt of whothor annlinanf'c state iJrivor linonsa

7.

and

,

c

A lost of eaGh GE)nVbGt*E)R of

8.
verYtbt, plea

hac ovor been

E)f guilty ,

, whether SUGh GE)nV!Gt*GR was by
endCtC.FI°
li shall, for eaGn6a^tt
cst

ame

10

.

A

s tatement a s

to whether annlinan4 is or ever has been addicted to th

e

BR618
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9

-r°c vc°T
alrreflScir°
rthat ih
A rJriv^ofnro starting each shift, sh°

2.

7ppj ^tx•^+tinn
, taxicab peFF#q mt anrl proof of insurance E^d ^+r°G^ h^
"^^^^
"

A

3.

.
available-:

driver shall

not nnorato a taxicab umlocc the intorior and exterior of the

s hall not frnnonOrf

4

A driver

5.

A driver shall have in the

and a valid GalifGFRia State

.

driver's nnsoosoinn

a valid taxi

rdrivor'c

permit

'

A. driveF shall take the most direGt route pessible that Will GaFry passengeFs

6.
safely, IaMi

7

more nacaonnorc than the numhor ef coots

ilhi> aniJ ovnor•litinucly

to

their rlosiror♦

destination.

rr not refuse a reasonable request for service from ani
A driver shall

when ,
qT4^aGGon}ing a passeR

geF would

"R

the FeasoRable

GPiRiE)R Of the

eaten the safety of tho rIri^icr

driver permit within
8.

A driver shall post the

the tavinah as directed by the

r+loarly vicihlo fashion

9.
paid w h ile

A dF*veF shall R;aiRtaiR waybills that fully aRd aGGUrately repeFt all fares
1
.. 1
. flee t
h i red b y a passeRgeF. Waybills shall be deposit ed wi t h th e

Tho rJrivar°o n^m o•
rrurrr
ctric+r^vc^c
.
a

h

A .

G.

The correct date -,1
vohinle permit numhor•
,

entered
d.

The time oanh paid trip is begun and nmmplotod i
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rnf of fare naid fEr oanh trin

f.

The amn:

10.

nro^ont the rlrivor'c nor
iJ
. .. _.
mif
or__
waybills
to _..
th e
^^ _...^__
......^. ........
Upon ran+:ocf,
.^....^... a
.., dFiveF
shall .. ..^:..^... ....^ _... _ _. _ r=.._
+

•

9'I.

_ _ : r _
^c^::o to nnv nnaooniro m^Linn a ^ roir::oci• ^harofnro o . _ronoinf
A r♦ ri^ior ^h^+ll i.,
. _ ^ : = _ _ ;. . _ . _ . _ . _ a
. shall
.. . ,;. .. ......., ... .,.. . ^ r., .,.;....^ . . y _^ . r . . ..,.. ... . ^

12 .

Aln driver shall permit any 4avinnh to be narked URatteRded OR any taxi

stand fEr a norind of time in excess of five MORUte6 .

eXGess

' ..
..ft4..
.t
^

F.

1f4.ve .. .1 ..

rr

r

si.. . .... l i. .. .....
t
s

EaGh dFiveF peFm t issued puFsuaRt tG this 6eGtion shall state the taxiGab

{riGpc•
J^ •r+f
.u
:`n r^'Mittoo' name on the face of the permit in the eveRt the taxi

..
G s..
fo ,r th e ..
m anager' s ... ..

. ._.. _ _

. The

., b fl ee^
_
eet

5C

R.

1

r ...... o r ._.._.._...._.__' shall.. -- 'issue d by th e a.e---

.t.a

The taxicab

floof r+ Gnniatinn manager has submitted a nmmPloFo

app"GatiOR ,
7

.

Tho r•lri^^or io omnlnvor•! or has an r)ffor of omnl^^imonf as a fovin^h rlri^ior
..._ _-.__. is employed -- ----= ---- ---=- -- =---r--^------- --- -^ -- - ------ ----- --.

E)F is a self employed iRdepeRdeRt taXiGab driver affiliated with the taxiGab
a6GGGiat
4

.

for
o::hof^nnoc nr
rlrnior has 4ocfor! negative
._. reno^eml
._..__. .,
or for
..^.
....nr^n^rnlloi•1
.,.........."_ :.__:.._...___,
The .....,^. ...,.., tested
+

53075.5^

4
exi

.

Nn ground for

permit rloniaI or rovnnafinn

^c cno3ifior•1 in thicch

a p ter

s ts;
5.

The rlrivor has been finncrnrin4orl by the nnlino rJon^r tmonfanr! has
r_.._.......^. ....... ....^^... ....^.^ r...... .^... ...^
^+
-r--•-
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e a..na.....en.. and

seGtien of the

speGial

of the city and m ay not be sold,
transferred assigned E)F bequeathed eitheF expressly eF by epwatieR ef I&A.f.
^^^^^^eF peFmot is property

9

The driver permit shall ctafo the name of the employer
e

the per.M.it shall state the

.

If permittee is a

Ra
m

EaB

The drover
" I
n°r^em e void UPGR dFiveF's term i nation nf
.
empleymeRt. if driveF is self empleyed, the dFiveF permit shall beGE)me void en the da
2

Ra.,.. th i s _

p e r mit

her _...e.
a.,,
sha ll..._._. .. h i s or. .._.

the .. e..

r or pCtttttttetee•tQS'JCGattGtt,ltappliF.abtC, shall
3-Per-n'} rc
i°^.emp!Gyer

All normi ^o shall ovniro nno n^Icnrl^r
year fnlln^e^inn the date of issuance
.

r`

Unless sooner rov(Lor!

rl

r

The dire

may,

, innn reasenahluso requ

ire any t

a xicab driv er

„

a l b e giveR to peFrn4tee, a Ra t o

of .he .

sh l

H99R 6EB8
,

at the last address eR FeGGFd with the
the time speGified shall Fesult OR automati
0

Failure te take the test
,
eR of the
of the permit .

diFeGtGF.

WithiR

suspeRS

Hu C

folloW+Ag QFe^nds^
, A A.

54

2R
--. 240

Failure to submit a nmmpl

of th 0.6

^^ ^nonifiorJ in Con4in^
r+nnlinof
o........ in .....,..
o acinrnr^.^.,

p,
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rovoalorl in 4ho nermit annlinatinn^
+

Appkant:
Grime,
Has ^^R convicted of a

I .

and the time

for

anncal has elapsed, nr

ni r+f ^ c+ihconi+onf nrrlor +rnrJor D
irro .,r.,...^.
non4ivo
...of
..the
..^ ,,...
entry of a subsequent _.__. _..__. .

I-^+
i-lnno any act involving dishonesty
fraud
or
nr .,.........
rloncit with
. . . .. .intcnt
.. ..... ..to
...
. +fr^+,rl
.
.
2s

^_+Loc morlin^±tinnth^it
^i ,
u
mv..a ^vuuv^
r ^
^ or innananit,
^
or ttakes
Has a physical
or montal disability

3.

PrevoQOrJ
hnwovor
upon
OR any of the grounds
g
+
, that the rpermit shall be rlonior) UP

, !R

A.

I
--,.

')

.

the FeasE)nable oplRion of the

^++^nonrJor^
A tviG•+h rlrivcr'c permit may be rovnLorl
^i the director nn
by
a^a or va.+vN
^^v^

\/inlatinn of any of the ^+nnlin^hlo nrnvic inne _.
of this
nh^nfor•
or
_..._..^r__
, _.
....^..^.....>........^ ^.................

if ,
..,

Tirrc for normif r1
+hcoeti++ont to the icc ^ innno nf the permit rrrryn+
Gf y+n G JTVp
^_ , v
^ yi1"Tr^ u y
_^^__^_._.._ __ _.._ ._________ _ _ _
subsequent

i al

tn ^n^nrli^iirli ial Ether than the norcnn
c^^lo of
Tr n^for
... permit
.to _.. . .. . _ . _ . _ _
....... nr
., . ........ .. . t..he
,- -
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4

If normi#oa refuses

or fail6 to cu

hmit to a nOntrnllcr! substance anr!/nr

ali.Ehnl toot ro/vuirorl h^i fhic^ nhnn}or• r, r
^

n trnllorJ c^^ ^hcfonno or olrnhnl
r,...,..... for
.,...,^
.,...^n.,.
..^...............
.., r...........
if nar..il°Foo
.m...^.... ..,,,^
tests positive
any
n.. .....

5.

nursuan} to a 4o6t taken in accordance with this nhantor•r nr
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SECTION 2
Chapter 5.136 of the Sacramento City Code is added to read as follows:
Chapter 5.136 TAXICABS
Article I. General Provisions
5.136.010 Findings.
The City Council finds as follows:
Taxicabs provide an essential component of the public transit system that
A.
serves the city. A well functioning taxi system can help the city's efforts to spur
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downtown and transit oriented development by making it realistic to live and work
without a private automobile or a second car. Taxi service can be a valuable resource
for visitors, business people, and patrons of bars, clubs, restaurants and stores. At the
same time, taxis can also assist those who do not have a car for reasons of income,
age, disability or simply personal choice.
Taxicabs are operated by private companies that utilize the public rights of
B.
way to advertise and deliver their services. Left unregulated, the competitive and
transient nature of the business can result in predatory, discriminatory, fraudulent and
dangerous conduct. Therefore, appropriate regulation of taxicab companies, taxicab
drivers and their operations must be in place to protect the public health, safety, and
welfare.
The city's administration of taxicab regulations should not unduly burden
C.
the taxicab industry; however, the protection of the public health, safety and welfare
shall be deemed paramount in the enforcement and interpretation of taxicab
regulations.
5.136.020 Definitions.
The following words and phrases when used in this chapter shall have the following
meanings:

"Accessible taxicab" means a taxicab that is in compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines for Transportation Vehicles (49
C.F.R. 38.1 et seq.).
"Association" means taxicab fleet association.
"Association office" means the place of business described in Section 5.136.590.
"City manager" means the city manager or the city manager's designee.
"Director" means the director of finance or designee, unless otherwise specified.

"Motor vehicle" means every motorized vehicle by or upon which any person may
be transported or carried upon a public street, highway or alley, except vehicles used
exclusively upon stationary rail tracks or propelled by use of overhead electric wires.
"Operate a taxicab" means to drive, occupy or otherwise use a taxicab to
transport or offer to transport any other person from one location to another for
compensation. This includes, but is not limited to, soliciting or accepting a fare, driving
or occupying a taxicab with the top light illuminated, and stopping a taxicab in a taxicab
zone.
"Taxicab" means every motor vehicle designed for carrying not more than eight
persons, excluding the driver; and has the word "taxi", "cab", "taxicab" or any other
similar word or phrase displayed on the exterior of the vehicle.
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"Taxicab fleet association" means an association of taxicab drivers, taxicab
owners, managers, taxicab companies, firms, cooperatives and other organizational
structures that have formed as a legal entity for the purposes of providing taxicab
services in the city. The legal form of a taxicab fleet association may include a
business, partnership, corporations, company, sole proprietorship, association
governed by bylaws and articles of incorporation, and other legal entities.

"Taxicab Passenger Bill of Rights" means a document or sign that includes a
brief summary of standards that a person is entitled to expect as a passenger in a
taxicab.
"Taximeter" means an instrument or device used, or designed to be used, to
measure the distance and time of a trip by a vehicle, and which automatically calculates
and displays the fare due for transportation services.
"Top light" means a light mounted on the roof of a vehicle.
5.136.030 Application of chapter.
This chapter shall not apply to the operation of taxicabs while transporting
passengers from locations outside of the city.
5.136.040 Fees and penalties established.
The following fees are established and imposed pursuant to the provisions
A.
of this chapter:

1

1.

Taxicab Driver Permit Application fee

2.

Taxicab Vehicle Permit Application fee

3.

Taxicab Fleet Association Permit Application fee

4.

Taxicab Permit Appeal fee

5.

Taxicab Re-inspection fee

B.
The city council shall establish the amounts of the forgoing fees, and any
penalties, by resolution.
5.136.050 Types of charges and maximum rates.
The city council shall establish the types of charges and the maximum rates
allowable for taxicab service, by resolution.
5.136.060 Permits not transferable.
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No permits issued pursuant to this chapter may be transferred, sold, assigned or
bequeathed expressly or by operation by law.
5.136.070 Violations.
Any person who violates a provision of this chapter is subject to criminal
A.
sanctions and administrative penalties pursuant to Chapter 1.28.
Violations of this chapter are hereby declared to be a public nuisance
B.
subject to a civil action for abatement by the city attorney pursuant to Chapter 1.28.
Any person who violates a provision of this chapter is liable for civil
C.
penalties of not less than two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) or more than twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000.00) for each day the violation continues.
In addition to any other remedy allowed by law, all remedies prescribed
D.
under this chapter shall be cumulative and the election of one or more remedies shall
not bar the city from the pursuit of any other remedy for the purpose of enforcing the
provisions hereof.
5.136.080 Accomplice liability for taxicab fleet association.
No taxicab fleet association shall cause, allow, or permit any of its registered
taxicab drivers to violate any provision of this chapter; aid or abet any of its registered
taxicab drivers in the violation of any provision of this chapter; or maintain or conceal
any violation of the provisions of this chapter.
Article II. Taxicab Drivers
5.136.100 Taxicab driver permit required.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless he or she holds a valid taxicab
A.
driver permit issued pursuant to this article.
Upon demand of a peace officer, or city employee authorized to enforce this
B.
chapter, the driver of a taxicab shall present his or her taxicab driver permit for
examination.
5.136.110 Applications for taxicab driver permits.
A.

An applicant for a taxicab driver permit must be:

1.

Lawfully able to work in the United States;

2.

18 ears of age or older;

In sound mental and physical health, and not subject to any condition that
3.
might render the applicant unfit for the safe operation of a taxicab;
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4.

Licensed to drive a motor vehicle by the State of California;

5.

Employed, or have an offer of employment, as a taxicab driver in the city;

6.

Registered, or approved to be registered, with a taxicab fleet association.

and

Applications for a taxicab driver permit, or renewal thereof, shall be filed
B.
with the director. The application shall be on a form approved by the city manager and
may require any information or documentation consistent with the provisions of this
chapter.
C.
To renew a taxicab driver permit, the permitee shall submit an application
no ►ater than 30 days prior to the date upon which the taxicab driver permit expires,
pursuant to Section 5.136.130. Untimely applications to renew taxicab driver permits
are subject to a late Penalty in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
D. Every application for issuance or renewal of a taxicab driver permit shall be
accompanied by a nonrefundable Taxicab Driver Permit Application fee in the amount
established by resolution of the city council.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
E.
omit any information that is required in an application for a taxicab driver permit.
5.136.120 Grounds for denying a taxicab driver permit.
The director may deny any taxicab driver permit for any of the following reasons:
A.

The application received is incomplete;

The application contains a false or misleading statement or omission of a
B.
material fact;
C.

The applicant does not satisfy the requirements of Section 5.136.110(A);

The applicant or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest
D.
in the applicant's operation of the taxicab has been charged in an indictment issued by
a grand iury, or in an information, complaint or similar pleading issued by the United
States Attorney, district attorney, city attorney or other governmental official or agency
authorized to prosecute crimes, with a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term
exceeding one year or with a crime involving moral turpitude; and those criminal
proceedings are currently pending_
The applicant or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest
E.
in the applicant's operation of the taxicab has been convicted of a crime punishable by
imprisonment for a term exceeding one year, or a crime involving moral turpitude;
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The applicant tested positive for a controlled substance or alcohol in
F.
accordance with Section 53075.5 of the Government Code;
The applicant or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest
G.
in the applicant's operation of the taxicab, has any unpaid and overdue administrative
penalties imposed for violations of this chapter;
The applicant has not paid the applicable business operations tax
H.
pursuant to Chapter 3.08;
Within 12 months of the date of application, the applicant has had its
1.
taxicab driver permit revoked; or
The operation of a taxicab by the applicant is a threat to the public health,
J.
safety or welfare.
5.136.130 Term of taxicab driver permits.
Taxicab driver permits issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall be
valid for one year from the date that the permit was issued, unless it is suspended or
revoked sooner.
5.136.140 Grounds for suspending or revoking a taxicab driver permit.
The director may suspend or revoke any taxicab driver's permit issued pursuant
to this chapter for any of the following reasons:
One or more of the circumstances upon which a taxicab driver permit
A.
could be denied as described in Section 5.136.120 exists or has occurred; or
B.

The permitee has violated any provision of this chapter.

5.136.150 Registration with taxicab fleet association.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless he or she is registered to a
A.
taxicab fleet association with a valid taxicab fleet association permit issued pursuant to
this chapter.
No taxicab driver shall be registered to more than one taxicab fleet
B.
association.
5.136.160 No parking in parking meter space.
No person shall stop, stand or park a taxicab in any parking meter space, as
defined by Section 10.04.010.
5.136.170 Restricted parking in taxicab zones.
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No person shall stop, stand, or park a taxicab in any taxicab zone, as defined by
Section 10.04.010, for more than 30 minutes.
5.136.180 Threats, harassment or abuse.
No taxicab driver shall threaten, harass or abuse any other person while
oberating a taxicab.
5.136.190 Transportation of passengers.
No taxicab driver shall do the following:
Refuse a reasonable request for transportation service from any
A.
legitimate customer, regardless of the short length of the prospective ride. Service may
be refused when, in the reasonable opinion of the driver, accepting a passenger would
threaten the safety of the driver;
B.
received;
C.

Fail to respond to calls for taxicab service in the order that they are

Transport a greater number of passengers than the vehicle is designed to

carry;

Pick up additional passengers without the prior consent of the passengers
D.
already in the taxicab;
Fail to take the most direct route possible that will carry passengers
E.
safely, lawfully, and expeditiously to their desired destination, without the prior consent
of the passengers;
Refuse to drive to a destination different from the destination that was
F.
originally stated; or
Refuse to allow a passenger to disembark at a location different from the
G.
destination that was originally stated.
5.136.200 Compensation for taxicab services.
No person shall request, demand, or accept compensation for taxicab
A.
services in excess of the amount indicated on the taximeter at the end of a trip.
No person shall request, demand or accept compensation for taxicab
B.
services for any type of charge that is not expressly allowed pursuant to Section
5.136.050 , or for any rate in excess of the maximum rates established pursuant to
Section 5.136.050.
This section shall not prohibit persons from accepting gratuities that are
C.
voluntarily given.
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5.136.210 Passenger receipts.
No taxicab driver shall fail to issue to any passenger a receipt for the fare paid
for hiring the taxicab upon request. The receipt shall show the date and time of the trip
and the amount of the fare due.
5.136.220 Triplogs required.
No taxicab driver shall fail to maintain a triplog contemporaneously with
A.
each paid trip, that fully and accurately documents that trip. Triplogs shall contain the
following information:
1.

The taxicab driver's name;

2.

The taxicab vehicle's permit number;

3.

The date and time that each fare began and was completed;

4.

The addresses of the origin and destination of each paid trip; and

5.

The amount paid for each trip.

Upon demand of a peace officer, or city employee authorized to enforce this
B.
chapter, the driver of a taxicab shall present his or her triplogs for examination.
Taxicab drivers shall file their triplogs for each day with the taxicab fleet
C.
association within one week of the date of the triplog.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
D.
omit any information that is required to be contained in a triplog.
5.136.230 Lost property.
No taxicab driver shall fail to report and deliver any lost property of value left by a
passenger in the taxicab to the association office within 24 hours of the discovery of the
property.
5.136.240 Taxicab Driver Badges.
No taxicab driver shall operate a taxicab unless he or she is wearing a taxicab
driver badge that is clearly visible on their outermost garment. The taxicab driver badge
shall be at least four inches by two inches in size and display the following information:
A.

The person's name,

B.

A photograph of the person's face;
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C.
The name and phone number of the taxicab fleet association that they are
registered to.
5.136.250 Automobile liability insurance required.
At all times during the term of a taxicab driver permit issued pursuant to
A.
this chapter, the permittee shall continuously maintain in full force and effect automobile
liability insurance that covers any taxicab vehicle they operate. The insurance shall
comply with the following:
Provides coverage at least as broad as ISO Form CA 00 01 on an
1.
occurrence basis for bodily iniury, including death, of one or more persons, property
damage and personal injury
Provides limits of not less than five hundred thousand dollars
2.
($500,000.00) per occurrence; and
3.

Covers all losses and damages as specified in Section 5.136.260.

No person shall operate a taxicab without insurance coverage as required
B.
by this section in full force and effect.
Violation of subsection A of this section, shall be grounds for immediately
C.
revoking the taxicab driver permit pursuant to Section 5.136.700(B).
Permittees shall file all certificates of automobile liability insurance that
D.
establish their compliance with subdivision A of this section, with their taxicab fleet
association.
5.136.260 Indemnity - Taxicab drivers.
The taxicab driver permittee shall defend and indemnify and hold harmless the
city, its officers, employees and agents from and against all actions, losses, damages,
liability, costs and expenses of every type and description, including but not limited to
attorneys fees, to which any or all of them may be subjected by reason of, or resulting
from, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, the acts or omissions of the permittee or
the permittee's agents, officers or employees, directly or indirectly arising from the
operation of a taxicab.
5.136.270 Controlled substance and alcohol tests.
A.
Prior to issuance or renewal of a taxicab driver permit, all applicants shall
submit to and comply with a controlled substance and alcohol testing certification
program in accordance with Section 53075.5(b)(3)(A) of the California Government
Code.
The director may, upon reasonable cause, require any taxicab driver
B.
permittee to take a controlled substance or alcohol test in accordance with Section
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53075.5(b)(3)(A) of the California Government Code. Such test shall be taken by driver
within five days after director gives notice of the requirement. Notice shall be given to
permittee, and to permittee's employer if the permitee is not self-employed. Notice shall
be deemed effective upon depositing the notice in the U.S. mail first class postage
prepaid addressed to the permittee and permittee's empoyer, at the last address on
record with the director.
In the case of a self-employed independent driver, the controlled
C.
substance and alcohol test results shall be reported directly to the city and the city will
report the same to the taxicab fleet association to which the driver is registered. In all
other cases, the results shall be reported directly to the taxicab driver's employer, and
the employer shall immediately report the same to the city.
5.136.280 Background checks - Persons with financial interest.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the city has completed a criminal
A.
background check on that person and any other person with a ten percent or greater
financial interest in the taxicab driver's operation of a taxicab. This may include, but is
not limited to, the taxicab driver's employer, business partner or business associate.
B.
If, during the term of a taxicab driver permit, any person acquires a ten
percent or greater financial interest in the operation of that taxicab, the permitee shall
notify the director and submit the information required by the director to conduct a
background check on that person no later than three calendar days after the person
acquires the interest. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection A of this section, the
permitee may continue to operate the taxicab while the city conducts the background
check on the person who acquired the interest.

Article 111. Taxicab Vehicles
5.136.300 Taxicab vehicle permit required.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless a taxicab vehicle permit issued
A.
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter is in effect for that vehicle.
Upon demand of a peace officer or city employee authorized to enforce this
B.
chapter, every person operating a taxicab shall present the taxicab vehicle permit that is in
effect for that vehicle.
5.136.310 Application for taxicab vehicle permit.
An owner, lessee, or holder of a similar interest in a taxicab may apply for
A.
a taxicab vehicle permit by filing an application with the director. The application shall
be on a form approved by the city manager and may require any information or
documentation consistent with the provisions of this chapter.
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To renew a taxicab vehicle permit, the association to which the vehicle is
B.
registered shall file an application with the director along with the application for renewal
of its taxicab fleet association permit. The application shall be submitted no later than
30 days prior to the association permit renewal date assigned to the association to
which the driver is registered, pursuant to Section 5.136.530(A). Untimely applications
to renew taxicab vehicle permits are subject to a late penalty in the amount established
by resolution of the city council.
Every application for, or renewal of, a taxicab vehicle permit shall be
C.
accompanied by an annual nonrefundable Taxicab Vehicle Permit Application fee in the
amount established by resolution of the city council.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
D.
omit any information that is required in an application for a taxicab vehicle permit.
5.136.320 Grounds for denying a taxicab vehicle permit.
The director may deny any taxicab vehicle permit for any of the following
reasons:
A.

The application received is incomplete;

The application contains a false or misleading statement or omission of a
B.
material fact;
The vehicle is not in compliance with all applicable laws and standards,
C.
including the provisions of this chapter;
Any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, or any person with a
D.
ten percent or greater financial interest in the operation of the taxicab has been charged
in an indictment issued by a grand jury, or in an information, complaint or similar
pleading issued by the United States Attorney, district attorney, city attorney or other
governmental official or agency authorized to prosecute crimes, with a crime punishable
by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year or with a crime involving moral
turpitude; and those criminal proceedings are currently pending.
Any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, or any person with a
E.
ten percent or greater financial interest in the operation of the taxicab, has been
convicted of a crime a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one
year, or a crime involving moral turpitude:
Any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, or any person with a
F.
ten percent or greater financial interest in the operation of the taxicab, has any unpaid
and overdue administrative penalties imposed for violations of this chapter;
The applicant has not paid the applicable business operations tax
G.
pursuant to Chapter 3.08; or
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Operation of the taxicab is a threat to the public health, safety or welfare.

5.136.330 Term of taxicab vehicle permits.
Taxicab vehicle permits issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall be
valid until the next association permit renewal date assigned to the association to which
it is registered, pursuant to Section 5.136.530(A), unless it is suspended or revoked
sooner.
5.136.340 Grounds for suspending or revoking a taxicab vehicle permit.
The director may suspend or revoke any taxicab vehicle permit issued pursuant
to the provisions of this chapter for any of the following reasons:
One or more of the circumstances upon which a taxicab vehicle permit
A.
could be denied as described in Section 5.136.320, exists or has occurred; or
The permittee, any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, the
B.
lesee of the taxicab, or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest in the
operation of the taxicab, has violated any provision of this chapter.
5.136.350 Registration of vehicle to a taxicab fleet association.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the taxicab vehicle is registered
A.
with a taxicab fleet association with a valid taxicab fleet association permit issued
pursuant to this chapter.
B.

No taxicab shall be registered to more than one taxicab fleet association.

5.136.360 Taxicab vehicle color plans.
No person shall operate a taxicab that is not painted in accordance with the
vehicle color plan that is approved by the director, pursuant to Section 5.136.610, for
the taxicab fleet association to which it is registered.
5.136.370 Exterior postings.
No person shall operate a taxicab that does not have the following
A.
information permanently posted on the exterior of the vehicle:
The taxicab identification number, as provided by the director upon
1.
issuance of the taxicab vehicle permit, using letters and numbers that are not less than
four inches in height;
The types of charges and rates being charged for taxicab service, using
2.
letters and numbers that are not less than one and one-half inches in height; and
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3.
The name and telephone number of the taxicab fleet association to which
the vehicle is registered, using letters and numbers that are not less than four inches in
height.
B.
The information specified in subsection A of this section, and any other
information posted on the exterior of the vehicle, must be displayed in manner that is
approved by the director.
C.
Except for the name and telephone number of the taxicab fleet
association, no other name (e.g. name of a taxicab company or a driver) or phone
number shall be posted on the exterior of the vehicle using letters or numbers that are
more than two and one-half inches in height.
5.136.380 Interior postings.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the following are clearly displayed in
the taxicab passenger compartment in full view of all passengers:
A.
B.
chapter;

A valid taxicab driver permit, issued to him or her pursuant to this chapter;
A valid taxicab vehicle permit, issued for that taxicab pursuant to this

A rate schedule consistent with the rate schedule submitted to the
C.
director by the taxicab fleet association in accordance with Section 5.136.640, and in
the format specified by the director;
A Taxicab Passenger Bill of Rights, in print and in braille, and in a format
D.
as approved by the director; and
E.

A sign that states smoking is prohibited in the taxicab.

5.136.390 Taximeters.
A.
No person shall operate a taxicab without a taximeter that complies with
the following:
1.
The taximeter must be certified as accurate and properly sealed by the
Director of Weights and Measures of Sacramento County or a taximeter service agency
registered by the California Secretary of Food and Agriculture, pursuant to Section
12532 of the Business and Professions Code as amended; and
2.

The taximeter display must be in full view of all passengers.

B.
Taxicab drivers shall turn on the taximeter at the beginning of each trip
and turn off the taximeter at the end of each trip.
5.136.400 Top lights.
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No person shall operate a taxicab without a working top light that complies with
the following:
A.
The top light shall be a minimum of ten inches in length and four inches in
height, and be visible from all sides of the vehicle; and
The word "taxicab," "taxi," "cab" or the business name of the taxicab
B.
owner or other words identifying the vehicle as a taxicab shall be clearly visible on the
top light.
C.
The top light shall be wired to automatically illuminate when the taximeter
inside the vehicle is turned off, and automatically extinguish when the taximeter inside
the vehicle is turned on.
5.136.410 Substandard conditions of taxicabs.
No person shall operate a taxicab that has any of the following substandard
conditions:
A.

A door, window, hood, or trunk that does not open or close securely;

Rust, dents or other damage to the exterior of the vehicle to the extent
B.
that a single area or multiple areas of damage affect an aggregate area of at least three
linear feet of the vehicle's surface. The measurement of each damaged area will be
taken from the two most widely spread points of the affected surface;
Loose, broken or missing parts that could cause injury to a driver,
C.
pedestrian, or passenger, or cause their clothing or baggage to be snagged or torn.
These parts include, but are not limited to, mirrors, handles, signs, or chrome, plastic or
rubber trim;
A passenger compartment that is in a dirty or other condition that could
D.
soil a patron's clothes;
A luggage compartment that is in a dirty or other condition that could soil
E.
or damage baggage or other items placed therein;
F.

A passenger compartment that contains loose litter or trash;

Upholstery, headliners or floor coverings that are torn, damaged, dirty or
G.
otherwise improperly maintained; or
Exterior paint, decals, lettering, or numbering that are peeling, defaced,
H.
or otherwise improperly maintained.
5.136.420 Taxicab vehicle inspections.
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A.
Within 90 days prior to the issuance of a taxicab vehicle permit, or a
renewal thereof, each vehicle must pass an inspection by a facility that has been
approved by the city manager to conduct such inspections. The scope of the inspection
shall be determined by the director, and shall consist of requirements that verify that the
vehicle is safe, in good mechanical condition, and in compliance with all applicable laws
and standards, including the provisions of this chapter.
B.
In addition to the inspections provided for in subsection A of this section,
the city may inspect any taxicab at any time to determine compliance with this chapter,
provided that at the time of the inspection a person is operating the taxicab and is not
transporting a Paying customer.

If, as a result of an inspection pursuant to subsection B of this section, a
C.
taxicab is determined to be in violation of any provision of this chapter, the city shall
provide the permittee a reasonable period of time to correct the violation, and re-inspect
the vehicle to ensure that the correction has been made. In addition to any remedies
for the violation of this chapter, the city may impose a Taxicab Re-inspection fee on the
permitee in the amount established by resolution of the city council, for the reinspection conducted pursuant to this section.
5.136.430 Background checks - Owners of taxicabs.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the city has completed a criminal
A.
background check for every person with an ownership interest in the taxicab.
B.
If, during the term of a taxicab vehicle permit, any person acquires an
ownership interest in that taxicab, the permitee shall notify the director and submit the
information required by the director to conduct a background check on that person no
later than three calendar days after the person acquires the interest. Notwithstanding
the provisions of subsection A of this section, a person may continue to operate that
permitted taxicab while the city conducts the background check on the person who
acquired the interest.
Article IV. Taxicab Fleet Associations
5.136.500 Taxicab fleet association permit required.
No person shall engage in the business of operating or managing a
A.
taxicab fleet association in the city without a valid taxicab fleet association permit issued
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.
Upon demand of a peace officer or city employee authorized to enforce
B.
this chapter, the association shall present the valid taxicab fleet association permit for
examination.
5.136.510 Applications for taxicab fleet association permits.
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A taxicab fleet association may apply for a taxicab fleet association
A.
permit, or a renewal thereof, by filing an application with the director. The application
shall be on a form approved by the city manager and may require any information or
documentation consistent with the provisions of this code.
To renew a taxicab fleet association permit, an application shall be
B.
submitted no later than 30 days prior to the association permit renewal date assigned to
the association pursuant to Section 5.136.530(A). Untimely applications are subject to
a late penalty in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
Every application for, or a renewal of, a taxicab fleet association permit
C.
shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable Taxicab Fleet Association Permit Application
fee in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
D.
omit any information that is required in an application for a taxicab fleet association
permit.

5.136.520 Grounds for denying a taxicab fleet association permit.
The director may deny any taxicab fleet association permit if the director
determines that one or more of the following circumstances exist:
A.

The application received is incomplete;

The application contains a false or misleading statement or omission of a
B.
material fact;
The taxicab fleet association fails to meet any of the requirements as set
C.
forth in this article;
Any of the taxicab fleet association's owners, officers, directors, partners,
D.
agents or other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the
association has been charged in an indictment issued by a grand jury, or in an
information, complaint or similar pleading issued by the United States Attorney, district
attorney, city attorney or other governmental official or agency authorized to prosecute
crimes, with a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year or with
a crime involving moral turpitude; and those criminal proceedings are currently pending.
Any of the taxicab fleet association's owners, officers, directors, partners,
E.
agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the
association, has been convicted of a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term
exceeding one year, or a crime involving moral turpitude;
F.
The taxicab fleet association or any of its owners, officers, directors,
partners, agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the
affairs of the association, has any unpaid and overdue administrative penalties imposed
for violations of this chapter;
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The applicant has not paid the applicable business operations tax
G.
pursuant to Chapter 3.08;
Within 12 months of the date of application, either the taxicab fleet
H.
association has had its taxicab fleet association permit revoked; or any of the
association's owners, officers, directors, partners, agents or other persons vested with
the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the association were associated with
another taxicab fleet association that had its taxicab fleet association permit revoked; or
Operation of the taxicab fleet association is a threat to the public health,
1.
safety or welfare.
5.136.530 Term of taxicab fleet association permits.
Upon issuance of each taxicab fleet association permit, the director shall
A.
assign an association permit renewal date that is at least one year, but not more than
two years, from the date that the permit is issued.
A taxicab fleet association permit issued under the provisions of this
B.
chapter shall be valid until the association permit renewal date assigned pursuant to
subsection A of this section, unless it is suspended or revoked sooner.
5.136.540 Grounds for suspending or revoking a taxicab fleet association permit.
The director may suspend or revoke any.taxicab fleet association permit issued
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter for any of the following reasons:
One or more of the circumstances upon which a taxicab fleet association
A.
permit could be denied, as described in Section 5.136.520, exists or has occurred; or
The taxicab fleet association, its owners, officers, directors, partners,
B.
agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the
association, its registered taxicab drivers or taxicab vehicles have violated any
provision of this chapter.
5.136.550 Registered taxicab drivers - record keeping.
Taxicab fleet associations shall maintain in the association office a current
A.
list of all taxicab drivers who are registered to that association. The association shall
advise the City of any change in registration of a taxicab driver within seven calendar
days of such change.
Taxicab fleet associations shall collect and maintain in the association
B.
office the following records relating to each taxicab driver who is registered to that
association:
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1.
A copy of a valid taxicab driver permit issued pursuant to this chapter.
The copies shall be maintained in the association office for at least one year after the
date that the permit expired.
Triplogs for each day the taxicab driver operates a taxicab, as described
2.
in section 5.136.220. The triplogs shall be maintained in the association office for at
least one year from the date of the triplog.
Certificates of automobile liability insurance, as described in section
3.
5.136.250. The certificates shall be maintained in the association office for at least
three years after the date that the insurance policy expires.
5.136.560 Registered taxicabs - record keeping.
Taxicab fleet associations shall maintain in the association office a current
A.
list of all taxicabs that are registered to that association, including and identifying all
registered accessible taxicabs. The association shall advise the City of any change in
registration of a taxicab within seven calendar days of such change.
Taxicab fleet associations shall collect and maintain in the association
B.
office a copy of the valid taxicab vehicle permit issued pursuant to this chapter to each
taxicab that is registered to that association. The copies shall be maintained in the
association office for at least one year after the date that the permit expired.
5.136.570 Minimum number of taxicabs.
A taxicab fleet association shall maintain a minimum of 25 registered taxicabs in
operational condition and in compliance with all other provisions of this code, including
any accessible taxicabs.
5.136.580 Accessible taxicabs.
A taxicab fleet association shall maintain a minimum of one registered
accessible taxicab. If an association has more than 25 registered taxicabs, the
association shall maintain at least one additional accessible taxicab for every 25
additional registered taxicabs or any fraction thereof. For example, if the association
has a total of 26 to 50 taxicabs, two must be accessible taxicabs; and if the association
has a total of 51 to 75 taxicabs, three must be accessible taxicabs. To satisfy the
requirements of this subsection, each accessible taxicab must be in operational
condition and in compliance with all other provisions of this chapter.
5.136.590 Taxicab fleet association office.
A taxicab fleet association shall maintain an office that is physically
A.
located in the city or within 10 miles of the city limits, has telephone service with a local
Sacramento number, and is able to receive facsimile transmissions.
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B.
The taxicab fleet association shall submit to the director the mailing
address, physical address and phone numbers of the association office. Any changes
to the address and phone numbers of the association office shall be submitted to the
director in writing within 10 days of making the change.
C.
The taxicab fleet association permit issued for that association shall be
clearly displayed in the association office.
D.
The association office shall be open to the public and staffed every
weekday from eight a.m. to five p.m., excluding city holidays; and the association office
telephone must be answered 24 hours a day every day.
E.
The taxicab fleet association shall, upon reguest by the city, make all
records required to be collected or maintained by the taxicab fleet association pursuant
to the provisions of this chapter available for city inspection at the association office on
any weekday, excluding city holidays, from eight a.m. to five p.m.
5.136.600 Taxicab fleet association manager.
A.
The taxicab fleet association shall designate one person to serve as its
manager, and one other person to serve as its alternate manager.
B.
The manager and alternate manager shall be authorized to receive all
correspondence and notices from the city pertaining to the taxicab fleet association and
its registered taxicab vehicles and taxicab drivers.
The taxicab fleet association shall submit to the director the names of its
C.
manager and alternate manager. Any changes shall be submitted to the director in
writing within 10 days of making the change.
5.136.610 Taxicab fleet association vehicle color plans.
A.
The director shall approve a unique color plan for the taxicab vehicles
registered to each taxicab fleet association. Each color plan must be sufficiently unique
so that each taxicab may be easily identified as part of a certain taxicab fleet
association.
B.
Any changes to an approved color plan must be approved by the director
before the colors of any taxicab vehicle are changed.

5.136.620 Dispatch service.
A.
The taxicab fleet association shall provide dispatch service to each of its
registered taxicabs 24 hours a day. Dispatch service shall be conducted by cellular
telephone, two-way radio, or similar communication devices as approved by the
director.
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The taxicab fleet association shall maintain dispatch logs that fully and
B.
accurately document the date and time of each request for service, the origin and
destination locations, the taxicab assigned and the time the trip was completed. The
dispatch logs shall be maintained in the association office for at least one year from the
date of the log.
5.136.630 Complaint resolution.
The taxicab fleet association shall promptly respond to all complaints received.
Each complaint received and the actions taken in response thereto shall be
documented and the records shall be maintained in the association office for at least
one year from the date the complaint was resolved.
5.136.640 Charges and rates for taxicab service.
The taxicab fleet association shall submit to the director a list of all of the types
of charges and the rates to be charged by each of its registered taxicabs. In no event
shall the types of charges or rates exceed those authorized by the City Council
pursuant to Section 5.136.050. Any change in the types of charges or rates shall be
submitted to the director 10 days prior to making the change.
5.136.650 General liability insurance required.
At all times during the term of a taxicab fleet association permit issued
A.
pursuant to this chapter, the permittee shall continuously maintain in full force and
effect general liability insurance. The insurance shall be at no cost to the city and shall
comply with the following:
Provides coverage at least as broad as ISO CGL Form 00 01 on an
1.
occurrence basis for bodily injury, including death, of one or more persons, property
damage and personal injury;
Provides limits of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per
2.
occurrence;
Provides that the city, its officers, employees and agents are to be named
3.
as additional insureds;
4.

Covers all losses and damages as specified in Section 5.136.660; and

Stipulates that the policy will operate as primary insurance and that no
5.
other insurance covering the city or other named insured will be called on to contribute
to a loss covered thereunder.
No person shall operate a taxicab fleet association without insurance
B.
coverage as required by this section in full force and effect.
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Violation of subsection A of this section, shall be grounds for immediately
C.
revoking the taxicab fleet association permit pursuant to Section 5.136.700(B).
The certificates of general liability insurance and endorsements that
D.
establish compliance with subsection A of this section shall be maintained in the
association office for at least three years after the date that the insurance policy
expires.

5.136.660 Indemnity - Taxicab fleet associations.
The taxicab fleet association permittee shall defend and indemnify and hold
harmless the city, its officers, employees and agents from and against all actions,
losses, damages, liability, costs and expenses of every type and description, including
but not limited to attorneys fees, to which any or all of them may be subjected by
reason of, or resulting from, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, the acts or
omissions of the permittee or the permittee's agents, officers, employees or registered
taxicab drivers, directly or indirectly arising from the operation of the taxicab fleet
association.
5.136.670 Background checks - taxicab fleet association.
No person shall operate a taxicab fleet association unless the city has
A.
completed a criminal background check for each of its owners, officers, directors,
partners, agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the
affairs of the association.
If, during the term of a taxicab fleet association permit, any person ioins
B.
that association as an owner, officer, director, partner, agent or other persons vested
with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the association, the permitee shall
notify the director and submit the information required by the director to conduct a
criminal background check on that person no later than three calendar days of that
person ioininq the association. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection A above,
the permitee may continue to operate the taxicab fleet association while the city
conducts the background check on the person who joined the association.

Article V. Procedures for denial, suspension or revocation of permits
5.136.700 Hearing required - Exception.
No permit issued pursuant to this chapter shall be suspended or revoked
A.
until the permittee is provided notice, pursuant to Section 5.136.710, and an opportunity
to be heard by the director.
Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, a permit issued pursuant to
B.
this chapter may be suspended or revoked immediately upon the director's
determination that any of the following circumstances exist:
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Permittee is in violation the insurance requirements set forth in Sections
1.
5.136.250 and 5.136.650; or
The suspension or revocation of the permit is based on subsections D or
2.
E of Sections 5.136.120 , 5.136.320 or 5.136.520 relating to criminal charges or
convictions; or
Immediate suspension of the permit is necessary to protect the public
3.
health, safety or welfare.
If a permit is immediately suspended pursuant to subsection B of this
C.
section, the subject permitee shall subsequently be provided notice, pursuant to
Section 5.136.710, and an opportunity to be heard by the director.
5.136.710 Notice of hearing.
Notice of a hearing on the director's decision to suspend or revoke a
A.
permit issued pursuant to this chapter, shall be served on the permitee, and to the
related taxicab fleet association, if different. The notice shall be in writing and contain a
brief statement of the grounds for the action, and the date, time and location of the
hearing.
The notice of hearing shall be personally served or sent by certified mail
B.
to the permitee at the address submitted in the permit application at least 10 calendar
days prior to the hearing. Service by certified mail is complete at the time the notice is
deposited in the mail.
5.136.720 Notice of decision.
A.
If, after the permittee has had an opportunity to be heard, the director
decides to suspend or revoke a permit issued pursuant to this chapter, the director shall
cause written notice of the decision to be personally delivered or sent by certified mail
to the permitee, and the related taxicab fleet association, if different. The notice shall be
in writing and contain:
1.

The specific grounds for the decision;

A statement that the permittee may appeal the decision by submitting an
2.
appeal, in writing to the director, within 10 calendar days of the date of service of the
notice; and
A statement advising that the failure to appeal the decision will constitute
3.
a waiver of all rights to an appeal hearing, and the decision will be final. Failure to
properly and timely appeal the decision shall also constitute a failure to exhaust
administrative remedies and a bar to any iudicial action pertaining to the director's
decision.
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B.
The notice of decision shall be personally served or sent by certified mail
to the permitee at the address submitted in the permit application. Service by certified
mail is complete at the time the notice is deposited in the mail.
5.136.730 Return of the permit.
A permitee shall return any permit that has been suspended or revoked pursuant
to this chapter to the director within three calendar days of the receipt of the notice of
decision as provided for in Section 5.136.720.
5.136.740 Appeal of action on permit.
A.
An applicant may appeal the director's decision to deny, suspend or
revoke a permit issued pursuant to this chapter, to the city council or a designated
hearing examiner in accordance with Chapter 1.24.
B.
A notice of appeal, accompanied b y a Taxicab Permit Appeal fee in the
amount established by resolution of the city council, must be filed within 10 calendar
days of the date of service of the notice of decision.
Failure to properly file a written appeal of the decision will constitute a
C.
waiver of all right to an appeal hearing, and the decision will be final. Failure to properly
and timely appeal the decision shall also constitute a failure to exhaust administrative
remedies and a bar to any judicial action pertaining to the decision.

SECTION 3
Section 10.04.010 of the Sacramento City Code is amended as follows:
A.

The definition of "taxicab" SeGt"Gn 10.04.010 is amended by arneRding th e
" to read as follows:
"
"Tinah"

moanc every mn4nrprnnollod Vohinlo used solely 9F mainly feF the

"Taxicab" shall have the same meaning as defined in Chapter 5.136.
B.

amendment „f
Except as the definition of "taxicab" is specifically amended by the
"tax
", Section 10.04.010 remains unchanged and in full force and

effect.
SECTION 4
Section 10.36.170 of the Sacramento City Code is amended to read as follows:
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1 10.36.170 AuthGFity to

Taxicab zones.

The parking manager is authorized to establish taxicab zones as pmvided OR
GhapteF 5. 136 Of this Gede on public streets. No person shall stop, stand, or park any
vehicle in a taxicab zone °^y v°"i^'° except a taxicab immediately available for hire.
Adopted by the City of Sacramento City Council on

by the following vote:

Ayes:
Noes:
Abstain:
Absent:

MAYOR
Attest:

City Clerk
Passed for Publication:
Published:
Effective:
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Attachment 3
ORDINANCE NO.
ORDINANCE NO.
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
Date Adopted
AN ORDINANCE REPEALING AND ADDING
CHAPTER 5.136 OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY
CODE AND AMENDING SECTIONS 10.04.010
AND 10.36.170 OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY
CODE RELATING TO TAXICABS
Be it enacted by the Council of the City of Sacramento
SECTION 1
Chapter 5.136 of the Sacramento City Code is repealed.
SECTION 2
Chapter 5.136 of the Sacramento City Code is added to read as follows:
Chapter 5.136 TAXICABS
Article I. General Provisions
5.136.010 Findings.
The City Council finds as follows:
Taxicabs provide an essential component of the public transit system that
A.
serves the city. A well functioning taxi system can help the city's efforts to spur
downtown and transit oriented development by making it realistic to live and work
without a private automobile or a second car. Taxi service can be a valuable resource
for visitors, business people, and patrons of bars, clubs, restaurants and stores. At the
same time, taxis can also assist those who do not have a car for reasons of income,
age, disability or simply personal choice.
Taxicabs are operated by private companies that utilize the public rights of
B.
way to advertise and deliver their services. Left unregulated, the competitive and
transient nature of the business can result in predatory, discriminatory, fraudulent and
dangerous conduct. Therefore, appropriate regulation of taxicab companies, taxicab
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drivers and their operations must be in place to protect the public health, safety, and
welfare.
C.
The city's administration of taxicab regulations should not unduly burden
the taxicab industry; however, the protection of the public health, safety and welfare
shall be deemed paramount in the enforcement and interpretation of taxicab
regulations.
5.136.020 Definitions.
The following words and phrases when used in this chapter shall have the following
meanings:
"Accessible taxicab" means a taxicab that is in compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines for Transportation Vehicles (49
C.F.R. 38.1 et seq.).
"Association" means taxicab fleet association.
"Association office" means the place of business described in Section 5.136.590.
"City manager" means the city manager or the city manager's designee.
"Director" means the director of finance or designee, unless otherwise specified.
"Motor vehicle" means every motorized vehicle by or upon which any person may
be transported or carried upon a public street, highway or alley, except vehicles used
exclusively upon stationary rail tracks or propelled by use of overhead electric wires.
"Operate a taxicab" means to drive, occupy or otherwise use a taxicab to
transport or offer to transport any other person from one location to another for
compensation. This includes, but is not limited to, soliciting or accepting a fare, driving
or occupying a taxicab with the top light illuminated, and stopping a taxicab in a taxicab
zone.
"Taxicab" means every motor vehicle designed for carrying not more than eight
persons, excluding the driver; and has the word "taxi", "cab", "taxicab" or any other
similar word or phrase displayed on the exterior of the vehicle.
"Taxicab fleet association" means an association of taxicab drivers, taxicab
owners, managers, taxicab companies, firms, cooperatives and other organizational
structures that have formed as a legal entity for the purposes of providing taxicab
services in the city. The legal form of a taxicab fleet association may include a
business, partnership, corporations, company, sole proprietorship, association
governed by bylaws and articles of incorporation, and other legal entities.
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"Taxicab Passenger Bill of Rights" means a document or sign that includes a
brief summary of standards that a person is entitled to expect as a passenger in a
taxicab.
"Taximeter" means an instrument or device used, or designed to be used, to
measure the distance and time of a trip by a vehicle, and which automatically calculates
and displays the fare due for transportation services. .
"Top light" means a light mounted on the roof of a vehicle.
5.136.030 Application of chapter.
This chapter shall not apply to the operation of taxicabs while transporting
passengers from locations outside of the city.
5.136.040 Fees and penalties established.
The following fees are established and imposed pursuant to the provisions
A.
of this chapter:
1.

Taxicab Driver Permit Application fee

2.

Taxicab Vehicle Permit Application fee

3.

Taxicab Fleet Association Permit Application fee

4.

Taxicab Permit Appeal fee

5.

Taxicab Re-inspection fee

The city council shall establish the amounts of the forgoing fees, and any
B.
penalties, by resolution.
5.136.050 Types of charges and maximum rates.
The city council shall establish the types of charges and the maximum rates
allowable for taxicab service, by resolution.
5.136.060 Permits not transferable.
No permits issued pursuant to this chapter may be transferred, sold, assigned or
bequeathed expressly or by operation by law.
5.136.070 Violations.
Any person who violates a provision of this chapter is subject to criminal
A.
sanctions and administrative penalties pursuant to Chapter 1.28.
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Violations of this chapter are hereby declared to be a public nuisance
B.
subject to a civil action for abatement by the city attorney pursuant to Chapter 1.28.
C.
Any person who violates a provision of this chapter is liable for civil
penalties of not less than two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) or more than twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000.00) for each day the violation continues.
D.
In addition to any other remedy allowed by law, all remedies prescribed
under this chapter shall be cumulative and the election of one or more remedies shall
not bar the city from the pursuit of any other remedy for the purpose of enforcing the
provisions hereof.
5.136.080 Accomplice liability for taxicab fleet association.
No taxicab fleet association shall cause, allow, or permit any of its registered
taxicab drivers to violate any provision of this chapter; aid or abet any of its registered
taxicab drivers in the violation of any provision of this chapter; or maintain or conceal
any violation of the provisions of this chapter.
Article II. Taxicab Drivers
5.136.100 Taxicab driver permit required.
A.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless he or she holds a valid taxicab
driver permit issued pursuant to this article.
Upon demand of a peace officer, or city employee authorized to enforce this
B.
chapter, the driver of a taxicab shall present his or her taxicab driver permit for
examination.
5.136.110 Applications for taxicab driver permits.
A.

An applicant for a taxicab driver permit must be:

1.

Lawfully able to work in the United States;

2.

18 years of age or older;

In sound mental and physical health, and not subject to any condition that
3.
might render the applicant unfit for the safe operation of a taxicab;
4.

Licensed to drive a motor vehicle by the State of California;

5.

Employed, or have an offer of employment, as a taxicab driver in the city;

6.

Registered, or approved to be registered, with a taxicab fleet association.

and
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Applications for a taxicab driver permit, or renewal thereof, shall be filed
B.
with the director. The application shall be on a form approved by the city manager and
may require any information or documentation consistent with the provisions of this
chapter.
To renew a taxicab driver permit, the permitee shall submit an application
C.
no later than 30 days prior to the date upon which the taxicab driver permit expires,
pursuant to Section 5.136.130. Untimely applications to renew taxicab driver permits
are subject to a late penalty in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
D. Every application for issuance or renewal of a taxicab driver permit shall be
accompanied by a nonrefundable Taxicab Driver Permit Application fee in the amount
established by resolution of the city council.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
E.
omit any information that is required in an application for a taxicab driver permit.
5.136.120 Grounds for denying a taxicab driver permit.
The director may deny any taxicab driver permit for any of the following reasons:
A.

The application received is incomplete;

The application contains a false or misleading statement or omission of a
B.
material fact;
C.

The applicant does not satisfy the requirements of Section 5.136.110(A);

The applicant or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest
D.
in the applicant's operation of the taxicab has been charged in an indictment issued by
a grand jury, or in an information, complaint or similar pleading issued by the United
States Attorney, district attorney, city attorney or other governmental official or agency
authorized to prosecute crimes, with a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term
exceeding one year or with a crime involving moral turpitude; and those criminal
proceedings are currently pending.
The applicant or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest
E.
in the applicant's operation of the taxicab has been convicted of a crime punishable by
imprisonment for a term exceeding one year, or a crime involving moral turpitude;
The applicant tested positive for a controlled substance or alcohol in
F.
accordance with Section 53075.5 of the Government Code;
The applicant or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest
G.
in the applicant's operation of the taxicab, has any unpaid and overdue administrative
penalties imposed for violations of this chapter;
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The applicant has not paid the applicable business operations tax
H.
pursuant to Chapter 3.08;
Within 12 months of the date of application, the applicant has had its
1.
taxicab driver permit revoked; or
The operation of a taxicab by the applicant is a threat to the public health,
J.
safety or welfare.
5.136.130 Term of taxicab driver permits.
Taxicab driver permits issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall be
valid for one year from the date that the permit was issued, unless it is suspended or
revoked sooner.
5.136.140 Grounds for suspending or revoking a taxicab driver permit.
The director may suspend or revoke any taxicab driver's permit issued pursuant
to this chapter for any of the following reasons:
One or more of the circumstances upon which a taxicab driver permit
A.
could be denied as described in Section 5.136.120 exists or has occurred; or
B.

The permitee has violated any provision of this chapter.

5.136.150 Registration with taxicab fleet association.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless he or she is registered to a
A.
taxicab fleet association with a valid taxicab fleet association permit issued pursuant to
this chapter.
No taxicab driver shall be registered to more than one taxicab fleet
B.
association.
5.136.160 No parking in parking meter space.
No person shall stop, stand or park a taxicab in any parking meter space, as
defined by Section 10.04.010.
5.136.170 Restricted parking in taxicab zones.
No person shall stop, stand, or park a taxicab in any taxicab zone, as defined by
Section 10.04.010, for more than 30 minutes.
5.136.180 Threats, harassment or abuse.
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No taxicab driver shall threaten, harass or abuse any other person while
operating a taxicab.
5.136.190 Transportation of passengers.
No taxicab driver shall do the following:
Refuse a reasonable request for transportation service from any
A.
legitimate customer, regardless of the short length of the prospective ride. Service may
be refused when, in the reasonable opinion of the driver, accepting a passenger would
threaten the safety of the driver;
B.
received;
C.

Fail to respond to calls for taxicab service in the order that they are
Transport a greater number of passengers than the vehicle is designed to

carry;
Pick up additional passengers without the prior consent of the passengers
D.
already in the taxicab;
Fail to take the most direct route possible that will carry passengers
E.
safely, lawfully, and expeditiously to their desired destination, without the prior consent
of the passengers;
Refuse to drive to a destination different from the destination that was
F.
originally stated; or
Refuse to allow a passenger to disembark at a location different from the
G.
destination that was originally stated.
5.136.200 Compensation for taxicab services.
No person shall request, demand, or accept compensation for taxicab
A.
services in excess of the amount indicated on the taximeter at the end of a trip.
No person shall request, demand or accept compensation for taxicab
B.
services for any type of charge that is not expressly allowed pursuant to Section
5.136.050, or for any rate in excess of the maximum rates established pursuant to
Section 5.136.050.
This section shall not prohibit persons from accepting gratuities that are
C.
voluntarily given.
5.136.210 Passenger receipts.
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No taxicab driver shall fail to issue to any passenger a receipt for the fare paid
for hiring the taxicab upon request. The receipt shall show the date and time of the trip
and the amount of the fare due.
5.136.220 Triplogs required.
No taxicab driver shall fail to maintain a triplog contemporaneously with
A.
each paid trip, that fully and accurately documents that trip. Triplogs shall contain the
following information:
1.

The taxicab driver's name;

2.

The taxicab vehicle's permit number;

3.

The date and time that each fare began and was completed;

4.

The addresses of the origin and destination of each paid trip; and

5.

The amount paid for each trip.

Upon demand of a peace officer, or city employee authorized to enforce this
B.
chapter, the driver of a taxicab shall present his or her triplogs for examination.
Taxicab drivers shall file their triplogs for each day with the taxicab fleet
C.
association within one week of the date of the triplog.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
D.
omit any information that is required to be contained in a triplog.
5.136.230 Lost property.
No taxicab driver shall fail to report and deliver any lost property of value left by a
passenger in the taxicab to the association office within 24 hours of the discovery of the
property.
5.136.240 Taxicab Driver Badges.
No taxicab driver shall operate a taxicab unless he or she is wearing a taxicab
driver badge that is clearly visible on their outermost garment. The taxicab driver badge
shall be at least four inches by two inches in size and display the following information:
A.

The person's name;

B.

A photograph of the person's face;

The name and phone number of the taxicab fleet association that they are
C.
registered to.
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5.136.250 Automobile liability insurance required.
At all times during the term of a taxicab driver permit issued pursuant to
A.
this chapter, the permittee shall continuously maintain in full force and effect automobile
liability insurance that covers any taxicab vehicle they operate. The insurance shall
comply with the following:
Provides coverage at least as broad as ISO Form CA 00 01 on an
1.
occurrence basis for bodily injury, including death, of one or more persons, property
damage and personal injury;
Provides limits of not less than five hundred thousand dollars
2.
($500,000.00) per occurrence; and
3.

Covers all losses and damages as specified in Section 5.136.260.

No person shall operate a taxicab without insurance coverage as required
B.
by this section in full force and effect.
Violation of subsection A of this section, shall be grounds for immediately
C.
revoking the taxicab driver permit pursuant to Section 5.136.700(B).
Permittees shall file all certificates of automobile liability insurance that
D.
establish their compliance with subdivision A of this section, with their taxicab fleet
association.
5.136.260 Indemnity - Taxicab drivers.
The taxicab driver permittee shall defend and indemnify and hold harmless the
city, its officers, employees and agents from and against all actions, losses, damages,
liability, costs and expenses of every type and description, including but not limited to
attorneys fees, to which any or all of them may be subjected by reason of, or resulting
from, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, the acts or omissions of the permittee or
the permittee's agents, officers or employees, directly or indirectly arising from the
operation of a taxicab.
5.136.270 Controlled substance and alcohol tests.
Prior to issuance or renewal of a taxicab driver permit, all applicants shall
A.
submit to and comply with a controlled substance and alcohol testing certification
program in accordance with Section 53075.5(b)(3)(A) of the California Government
Code.
The director may, upon reasonable cause, require any taxicab driver
B.
permittee to take a controlled substance or alcohol test in accordance with Section
53075.5(b)(3)(A) of the California Government Code. Such test shall be taken by driver
within five days after director gives notice of the requirement. Notice shall be given to
permittee, and to permittee's employer if the permitee is not self-employed. Notice shall
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be deemed effective upon depositing the notice in the U.S. mail first class postage
prepaid addressed to the permittee and permittee's empoyer, at the last address on
record with the director.
In the case of a self-employed independent driver, the controlled
C.
substance and alcohol test results shall be reported directly to the city and the city will
report the same to the taxicab fleet association to which the driver is registered. In all
other cases, the results shall be reported directly to the taxicab driver's employer, and
the employer shall immediately report the same to the city.
5.136.280 Background checks - Persons with financial interest.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the city has completed a criminal
A.
background check on that person and any other person with a ten percent or greater
financial interest in the taxicab driver's operation of a taxicab. This may include, but is
not limited to, the taxicab driver's employer, business partner or business associate.
If, during the term of a taxicab driver permit, any person acquires a ten
B.
percent or greater financial interest in the operation of that taxicab, the permitee shall
notify the director and submit the information required by the director to conduct a
background check on that person no later than three calendar days after the person
acquires the interest. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection A of this section, the
permitee may continue to operate the taxicab while the city conducts the background
check on the person who acquired the interest.
Article III. Taxicab Vehicles
5.136.300 Taxicab vehicle permit required.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless a taxicab vehicle permit issued
A.
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter is in effect for that vehicle.
Upon demand of a peace officer or city employee authorized to enforce this
B.
chapter, every person operating a taxicab shall present the taxicab vehicle permit that is in
effect for that vehicle.
5.136.310 Application for taxicab vehicle permit.
An owner, lessee, or holder of a similar interest in a taxicab may apply for
A.
a taxicab vehicle permit by filing an application with the director. The application shall
be on a form approved by the city manager and may require any information or
documentation consistent with the provisions of this chapter.
To renew a taxicab vehicle permit, the association to which the vehicle is
B.
registered shall file an application with the director along with the application for renewal
of its taxicab fleet association permit. The application shall be submitted no later than
30 days prior to the association permit renewal date assigned to the association to
which the driver is registered, pursuant to Section 5.136.530(A). Untimely applications
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to renew taxicab vehicle permits are subject to a late penalty in the amount established
by resolution of the city council.
Every application for, or renewal of, a taxicab vehicle permit shall be
C.
accompanied by an annual nonrefundable Taxicab Vehicle Permit Application fee in the
amount established by resolution of the city council.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
D.
omit any information that is required in an application for a taxicab vehicle permit.
5.136.320 Grounds for denying a taxicab vehicle permit.
The director may deny any taxicab vehicle permit for any of the following
reasons:
A.

The application received is incomplete;

The application contains a false or misleading statement or omission of a
B.
material fact;.
The vehicle is not in compliance with all applicable laws and standards,
C.
including the provisions of this chapter;
Any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, or any person with a
D.
ten percent or greater financial interest in the operation of the taxicab has been charged
in an indictment issued by a grand jury, or in an information, complaint or similar
pleading issued by the United States Attorney, district attorney, city attorney or other
governmental official or agency authorized to prosecute crimes, with a crime punishable
by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year or with a crime involving moral
turpitude; and those criminal proceedings are currently pending.
Any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, or any person with a
E.
ten percent or greater financial interest in the operation of the taxicab, has been
convicted of a crime a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one
year, or a crime involving moral turpitude:
Any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, or any person with a
F.
ten percent or greater financial interest in the operation of the taxicab, has any unpaid
and overdue administrative penalties imposed for violations of this chapter;
The applicant has not paid the applicable business operations tax
G.
pursuant to Chapter 3.08; or
H.

Operation of the taxicab is a threat to the public health, safety or welfare.

5.136.330 Term of taxicab vehicle permits.
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Taxicab vehicle permits issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall be
valid until the next association permit renewal date assigned to the association to which
it is registered, pursuant to Section 5.136.530(A), unless it is suspended or revoked
sooner.
5.136.340 Grounds for suspending or revoking a taxicab vehicle permit.
The director may suspend or revoke any taxicab vehicle permit issued pursuant
to the provisions of this chapter for any of the following reasons:
One or more of the circumstances upon which a taxicab vehicle permit
A.
could be denied as described in Section 5.136.320, exists or has occurred; or
The permittee, any of the legal and registered owners of the taxicab, the
B.
lesee of the taxicab, or any person with a ten percent or greater financial interest in the
operation of the taxicab, has violated any provision of this chapter.
5.136.350 Registration of vehicle to a taxicab fleet association.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the taxicab vehicle is registered
A.
with a taxicab fleet association with a valid taxicab fleet association permit issued
pursuant to this chapter.
B.

No taxicab shall be registered to more than one taxicab fleet association.

5.136.360 Taxicab vehicle color plans.
No person. shall operate a taxicab that is not painted in accordance with the
vehicle color plan that is approved by the director, pursuant to Section 5.136.610, for
the taxicab fleet association to which it is registered.
5.136.370 Exterior postings.
No person shall operate a taxicab that does not have the following
A.
information permanently posted on the exterior of the vehicle:
The taxicab identification number, as provided by the director upon
1.
issuance of the taxicab vehicle permit, using letters and numbers that are not less than
four inches in height;
The types of charges and rates being charged for taxicab service, using
2.
letters and numbers that are not less than one and one-half inches in height; and
The name and telephone number of the taxicab fleet association to which
3.
the vehicle is registered, using letters and numbers that are not less than four inches in
height.
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The information specified in subsection A of this section, and any other
B.
information posted on the exterior of the vehicle, must be displayed in manner that is
approved by the director.
Except for the name and telephone number of the taxicab fleet
C.
association, no other name (e.g. name of a taxicab company or a driver) or phone
number shall be posted on the exterior of the vehicle using letters or numbers that are
more than two and one-half inches in height.
5.136.380 Interior postings.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the following are clearly displayed in
the taxicab passenger compartment in full view of all passengers:
A.
B.
chapter;

A valid taxicab driver permit, issued to him or her pursuant to this chapter;
A valid taxicab vehicle permit, issued for that taxicab pursuant to this

A rate schedule consistent with the rate schedule submitted to the
C.
director by the taxicab fleet association in accordance with Section 5.136.640, and in
the format specified by the director;
A Taxicab Passenger Bill of Rights, in print and in braille, and in a format
D.
as approved by the director; and
E.

A sign that states smoking is prohibited in the taxicab.

5.136.390 Taximeters.
No person shall operate a taxicab without a taximeter that complies with
A.
the following:
The taximeter must be certified as accurate and properly sealed by the
1.
Director of Weights and Measures of Sacramento County or a taximeter service agency
registered by the California Secretary of Food and Agriculture, pursuant to Section
12532 of the Business and Professions Code as amended; and
2.

The taximeter display must be in full view of all passengers.

Taxicab drivers shall turn on the taximeter at the beginning of each trip
B.
and turn off the taximeter at the end of each trip.
5.136.400 Top lights.
No person shall operate a taxicab without a working top light that complies with
the following:
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The top light shall be a minimum of ten inches in length and four inches in
A.
height, and be visible from all sides of the vehicle; and
The word "taxicab," "taxi," "cab" or the business name of the taxicab
B.
owner or other words identifying the vehicle as a taxicab shall be clearly visible on the
top light.
The top light shall be wired to automatically illuminate when the taximeter
C.
inside the vehicle is turned off, and automatically extinguish when the taximeter inside
the vehicle is turned on.
5.136.410 Substandard conditions of taxicabs.
No person shall operate a taxicab that has any of the following substandard
conditions:
A.

A door, window, hood, or trunk that does not open or close securely;

Rust, dents or other damage to the exterior of the vehicle to the extent
B.
that a single area or multiple areas of damage affect an aggregate area of at least three
linear feet of the vehicle's surface. The measurement of each damaged area will be
taken from the two most widely spread points of the affected surface;
Loose, broken or missing parts that could cause injury to a driver,
C.
pedestrian, or passenger, or cause their clothing or baggage to be snagged or torn.
These parts include, but are not limited to, mirrors, handles, signs, or chrome, plastic or
rubber trim;
A passenger compartment that is in a dirty or other condition that could
D.
soil a patron's clothes;
A luggage compartment that is in a dirty or other condition that could soil
E.
or damage baggage or other items placed therein;
F.

A passenger compartment that contains loose litter or trash;

Upholstery, headliners or floor coverings that are torn, damaged, dirty or
G.
otherwise improperly maintained; or
Exterior paint, decals, lettering, or numbering that are peeling, defaced,
H.
or otherwise improperly maintained.
5.136.420 Taxicab vehicle inspections.
Within 90 days prior to the issuance of a taxicab vehicle permit, or a
A.
renewal thereof, each vehicle must pass an inspection by a facility that has been
approved by the city manager to conduct such inspections. The scope of the inspection
shall be determined by the director, and shall consist of requirements that verify that the
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vehicle is safe, in good mechanical condition, and in compliance with all applicable laws
and standards, including the provisions of this chapter.
In addition to the inspections provided for in subsection A of this section,
B.
the city may inspect any taxicab at any time to determine compliance with this chapter,
provided that at the time of the inspection a person is operating the taxicab and is not
transporting a paying customer.
If, as a result of an inspection pursuant to subsection B of this section, a
C.
taxicab is determined to be in violation of any provision of this chapter, the city shall
provide the permittee a reasonable period of time to correct the violation, and re-inspect
the vehicle to ensure that the correction has been made. In addition to any remedies
for the violation of this chapter, the city may impose a Taxicab Re-inspection fee on the
permitee in the amount established by resolution of the city council, for the reinspection conducted pursuant to this section.
5.136.430 Background checks - Owners of taxicabs.
No person shall operate a taxicab unless the city has completed a criminal
A.
background check for every person with an ownership interest in the taxicab.
B.
If, during the term of a taxicab vehicle permit, any person acquires an
ownership interest in that taxicab, the permitee shall notify the director and submit the
information required by the director to conduct a background check on that person no
later than three calendar days after the person acquires the interest. Notwithstanding
the provisions of subsection A of this section, a person may continue to operate that
permitted taxicab while the city conducts the background check on the person who
acquired the interest.
Article IV. Taxicab Fleet Associations
5.136.500 Taxicab fleet association permit required.
No person shall engage in the business of operating or managing a
A.
taxicab fleet association in the city without a valid taxicab fleet association permit issued
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.
B.
Upon demand of a peace officer or city employee authorized to enforce
this chapter, the association shall present the valid taxicab fleet association permit for
examination.
5.136.510 Applications for taxicab fleet association permits.
A.
A taxicab fleet association may apply for a taxicab fleet association
permit, or a renewal thereof, by filing an application with the director. The application
shall be on a form approved by the city manager and may require any information or
documentation consistent with the provisions of this code.
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To renew a taxicab fleet association permit, an application shall be
B.
submitted no later than 30 days prior to the association permit renewal date assigned to
the association pursuant to Section 5.136.530(A). Untimely applications are subject to
a late penalty in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
Every application for, or a renewal of, a taxicab fleet association permit
C.
shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable Taxicab Fleet Association Permit Application
fee in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
D.
No person shall knowingly make a false statement of fact or knowingly
omit any information that is required in an application for a taxicab fleet association
permit.
5.136.520 Grounds for denying a taxicab fleet association permit.
The director may deny any taxicab fleet association permit if the director
determines that one or more of the following circumstances exist:
A.

The application received is incomplete;

The application contains a false or misleading statement or omission of a
B.
material fact;
The taxicab fleet association fails to meet any of the requirements as set
C.
forth in this article;
Any of the taxicab fleet association's owners, officers, directors, partners,
D.
agents or other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the
association has been charged in an indictment issued by a grand jury, or in an
information, complaint or similar pleading issued by the United States Attorney, district
attorney, city attorney or other governmental official or agency authorized to prosecute
crimes, with a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year or with
a crime involving moral turpitude; and those criminal proceedings are currently pending.
Any of the taxicab fleet association's owners, officers, directors, partners,
E.
agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the
association, has been convicted of a crime punishable by imprisonment for a term
exceeding one year, or a crime involving moral turpitude;
The taxicab fleet association or any of its owners, officers, directors,
F.
partners, agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the
affairs of the association, has any unpaid and overdue administrative penalties imposed
for violations of this chapter;
The applicant has not paid the applicable business operations tax
G.
pursuant to Chapter 3.08;
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Within 12 months of the date of application, either the taxicab fleet
H.
association has had its taxicab fleet association permit revoked; or any of the
association's owners, officers, directors, partners, agents or other persons vested with
the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the association were associated with
another taxicab fleet association that had its taxicab fleet association permit revoked; or
Operation of the taxicab fleet association is a threat to the public health,
1.
safety or welfare.
5.136.530 Term of taxicab fleet association permits.
Upon issuance of each taxicab fleet association permit, the director shall
A.
assign an association permit renewal date that is at least one year, but not more than
two years, from the date that the permit is issued.
A taxicab fleet association permit issued under the provisions of this
B.
chapter shall be valid until the association permit renewal date assigned pursuant to
subsection A of this section, unless it is suspended or revoked sooner.
5.136.540 Grounds for suspending or revoking a taxicab fleet association permit.
The director may suspend or revoke any taxicab fleet association permit issued
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter for any of the following reasons:
One or more of the circumstances upon which a taxicab fleet association
A.
permit could be denied, as described in Section 5.136.520, exists or has occurred; or
The taxicab fleet association, its owners, officers, directors, partners,
B.
agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the
association, its registered taxicab drivers or taxicab vehicles have violated any
provision of this chapter.
5.136.550 Registered taxicab drivers - record keeping.
Taxicab fleet associations shall maintain in the association office a current
A.
list of all taxicab drivers who are registered to that association. The association shall
advise the City of any change in registration of a taxicab driver within seven calendar
days of such change.
Taxicab fleet associations shall collect and maintain in the association
B.
office the following records relating to each taxicab driver who is registered to that
association:
A copy of a valid taxicab driver permit issued pursuant to this chapter.
1.
The copies shall be maintained in the association office for at least one year after the
date that the permit expired.
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Triplogs for each day the taxicab driver operates a taxicab, as described
2.
in section 5.136.220. The triplogs shall be maintained in the association office for at
least one year from the date of the triplog.
Certificates of automobile liability insurance, as described in section
3.
5.136.250. The certificates shall be maintained in the association office for at least
three years after the date that the insurance policy expires.
5.136.560 Registered taxicabs - record keeping.
Taxicab fleet associations shall maintain in the association office a current
A.
list of all taxicabs that are registered to that association, including and identifying all
registered accessible taxicabs. The association shall advise the City of any change in
registration of a taxicab within seven calendar days of such change.
Taxicab fleet associations shall collect and maintain in the association
B.
office a copy of the valid taxicab vehicle permit issued pursuant to this chapter to each
taxicab that is registered to that association. The copies shall be maintained in the
association office for at least one year after the date that the permit expired.
5.136.570 Minimum number of taxicabs.
A taxicab fleet association shall maintain a minimum of 25 registered taxicabs in
operational condition and in compliance with all other provisions of this code, including
any accessible taxicabs.
5.136.580 Accessible taxicabs.
A taxicab fleet association shall maintain a minimum of one registered
accessible taxicab. If an association has more than 25 registered taxicabs, the
association shall maintain at least one additional accessible taxicab for every 25
additional registered taxicabs or any fraction thereof. For example, if the association
has a total of 26 to 50 taxicabs, two must be accessible taxicabs; and if the association
has a total of 51 to 75 taxicabs, three must be accessible taxicabs. To satisfy the
requirements of this subsection, each accessible taxicab must be in operational
condition and in compliance with all other provisions of this chapter.
5.136.590 Taxicab fleet association office.
A taxicab fleet association shall maintain an office that is physically
A.
located in the city or within 10 miles of the city limits, has telephone service with a local
Sacramento number, and is able to receive facsimile transmissions.
B.
The taxicab fleet association shall submit to the director the mailing
address, physical address and phone numbers of the association office. Any changes
to the address and phone numbers of the association office shall be submitted to the
director in writing within 10 days of making the change.
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C.
The taxicab fleet association permit issued for that association shall be
clearly displayed in the association office.
The association office shall be open to the public and staffed every
D.
weekday from eight a.m. to five p.m., excluding city holidays; and the association office
telephone must be answered 24 hours a day every day.
The taxicab fleet association shall, upon request by the city, make all
E.
records required to be collected or maintained by the taxicab fleet association pursuant
to the provisions of this chapter available for city inspection at the association office on
any weekday, excluding city holidays, from eight a.m. to five p.m.
5.136.600 Taxicab fleet association manager.
The taxicab fleet association shall designate one person to serve as its
A.
manager, and one other person to serve as its alternate manager.
The manager and alternate manager shall be authorized to receive all
B.
correspondence and notices from the city pertaining to the taxicab fleet association and
its registered taxicab vehicles and taxicab drivers.
The taxicab fleet association shall submit to the director the names of its
C.
manager and alternate manager. Any changes shall be submitted to the director in
writing within 10 days of making the change.
5.136.610 Taxicab fleet association vehicle color plans.
The director shall approve a unique color plan for the taxicab vehicles
A.
registered to each taxicab fleet association. Each color plan must be sufficiently unique
so that each taxicab may be easily identified as part of a certain taxicab fleet
association.
Any changes to an approved color plan must be approved by the director
B.
before the colors of any taxicab vehicle are changed.
5.136.620 Dispatch service.
The taxicab fleet association shall provide dispatch service to each of its
A.
registered taxicabs 24 hours a day. Dispatch service shall be conducted by cellular
telephone, two-way radio, or similar communication devices as approved by the
director.
The taxicab fleet association shall maintain dispatch logs that fully and
B.
accurately document the date and time of each request for service, the origin and
destination locations, the taxicab assigned and the time the trip was completed. The
dispatch logs shall be maintained in the association office for at least one year from the
date of the log.
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5.136.630 Complaint resolution.
The taxicab fleet association shall promptly respond to all complaints received.
Each complaint received and the actions taken in response thereto shall be
documented and the records shall be maintained in the association office for at least
one year from the date the complaint was resolved.
5.136.640 Charges and rates for taxicab service.
The taxicab fleet association shall submit to the director a list of all of the types
of charges and the rates to be charged by each of its registered taxicabs. In no.event
shall the types of charges or rates exceed those authorized by the City Council
pursuant to Section 5.136.050. Any change in the types of charges or rates shall be
submitted to the director 10 days prior to making the change.
5.136.650 General liability insurance required.
At all times during the term of a taxicab fleet association permit issued
A.
pursuant to this chapter, the permittee shall continuously maintain in full force and
effect general liability insurance. The insurance shall be at no cost to the city and shall
comply with the following:
1.
Provides coverage at least as broad as ISO CGL Form 00 01 on an
occurrence basis for bodily injury, including death, of one or more persons, property
damage and personal injury;
2.
Provides limits of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per
occurrence;
Provides that the city, its officers, employees and agents are to be named
3.
as additional insureds;
4.

Covers all losses and damages as specified in Section 5.136.660; and

Stipulates that the policy will operate as primary insurance and that no
5.
other insurance covering the city or other named insured will be called on to contribute
to a loss covered thereunder.
No person shall operate a taxicab fleet association without insurance
B.
coverage as required by this section in full force and effect.
C.
Violation of subsection A of this section, shall be grounds for immediately
revoking the taxicab fleet association permit pursuant to Section 5.136.700(B).
D.
The certificates of general liability insurance and endorsements that
establish compliance with subsection A of this section shall be maintained in the
association office for at least three years after the date that the insurance policy
expires.
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5.136.660 Indemnity - Taxicab fleet associations.
The taxicab fleet association permittee shall defend and indemnify and hold
harmless the city, its officers, employees and agents from and against all actions,
losses, damages, liability, costs and expenses of every type and description, including
but not limited to attorneys fees, to which any or all of them may be subjected by
reason of, or resulting from, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, the acts or
omissions of the permittee or the permittee's agents, officers, employees or registered
taxicab drivers, directly or indirectly arising from the operation of the taxicab fleet
association.
5.136.670 Background checks - taxicab fleet association.
No person shall operate a taxicab fleet association unless the city has
A.
completed a criminal background check for each of its owners, officers, directors,
partners, agents and other persons vested with the authority to manage or direct the
affairs of the association.
If, during the term of a taxicab fleet association permit, any person joins
B.
that association as an owner, officer, director, partner, agent or other persons vested
with the authority to manage or direct the affairs of the association, the permitee shall
notify the director and submit the information required by the director to conduct a
criminal background check on that person no later than three calendar days of that
person joining the association. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection A above,
the permitee may continue to operate the taxicab fleet association while the city
conducts the background check on the person who joined the association.
Article V. Procedures for denial, suspension or revocation of permits
5.136.700 Hearing required - Exception.
No permit issued pursuant to this chapter shall be suspended or revoked
A.
until the permittee is provided notice, pursuant to Section 5.136.710, and an opportunity
to be heard by the director.
Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, a permit issued pursuant to
B.
this chapter may be suspended or revoked immediately upon the director's
determination that any of the following circumstances exist:
Permittee is in violation the insurance requirements set forth in Sections
1.
5.136.250 and 5.136.650; or
The suspension or revocation of the permit is based on subsections D or
2.
E of Sections 5.136.120, 5.136.320 or 5.136.520 relating to criminal charges or
convictions; or
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Immediate suspension of the permit is necessary to protect the public
3.
health, safety or welfare.
If a permit is immediately suspended pursuant to subsection B of this
C.
section, the subject permitee shall subsequently be provided notice, pursuant to
Section 5.136.710, and an opportunity to be heard by the director.
5.136.710 Notice of hearing.
Notice of a hearing on the director's decision to suspend or revoke a
A.
permit issued pursuant to this chapter, shall be served on the permitee, and to the
related taxicab fleet association, if different. The notice shall be in writing and contain a
brief statement of the grounds for the action, and the date, time and location of the
hearing.
The notice of hearing shall be personally served or sent by certified mail
B.
to the permitee at the address submitted in the permit application at least 10 calendar
days prior to the hearing. Service by certified mail is complete at the time the notice is
deposited in the mail.
5.136.720 Notice of decision.
If, after the permittee has had an opportunity to be heard, the director
A.
decides to suspend or revoke a permit issued pursuant to this chapter, the director shall
cause written notice of the decision to be personally delivered or sent by certified mail
to the permitee, and the related taxicab fleet association, if different. The notice shall be
in writing and contain:
1.

The specific grounds for the decision;

A statement that the permittee may appeal the decision by submitting an
2.
appeal, in writing to the director, within 10 calendar days of the date of service of the
notice; and
A statement advising that the failure to appeal the decision will constitute
3.
a waiver of all rights to an appeal hearing, and the decision will be final. Failure to
properly and timely appeal the decision shall also constitute a failure to exhaust
administrative remedies and a bar to any judicial action pertaining to the director's
decision.
The notice of decision shall be personally served or sent by certified mail
B.
to the permitee at the address submitted in the permit application. Service by certified
mail is complete at the time the notice is deposited in the mail.
5.136:730 Return of the permit.
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A permitee shall return any permit that has been suspended or revoked pursuant
to this chapter to the director within three calendar days of the receipt of the notice of
decision as provided for in Section 5.136.720.
5.136.740 Appeal of action on permit.
An applicant may appeal the director's decision to deny, suspend or
A.
revoke a permit issued pursuant to this chapter, to the city council or a designated
hearing examiner in accordance with Chapter 1.24.
A notice of appeal, accompanied by a Taxicab Permit Appeal fee in the
B.
amount established by resolution of the city council, must be filed within 10 calendar
days of the date of service of the notice of decision.
Failure to properly file a written appeal of the decision will constitute a
C.
waiver of all right to an appeal hearing, and the decision will be final. Failure to properly
and timely appeal the decision shall also constitute a failure to exhaust administrative
remedies and a bar to any judicial action pertaining to the decision.
SECTION 3
Section 10.04.010 of the Sacramento City Code is amended as follows:
A.

The definition of "taxicab" is amended to read as follows:
"Taxicab" shall have the same meaning as defined in Chapter 5.136.

Except as the definition of "taxicab" is specifically amended, Section 10.04.010
B.
remains unchanged and in full force and effect.
SECTION 4
Section 10.36.170 of the Sacramento City Code is amended to read as follows:
10.36.170 Taxicab zones.
The parking manager is authorized to establish taxicab zones on public streets. No
person shall stop, stand, or park any vehicle in a taxicab zone except a taxicab immediately
available for hire.
Adopted by the City of Sacramento City Council on

by the following vote:

Ayes:
Noes:
Abstain:
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Absent:
MAYOR
Attest:

City Clerk
Passed for Publication:
Published:
Effective:
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